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ABSTRACT 
This thesis deals with the evaluation of the impact of alternate refrigerants on the thermal 
design parameters of different heat exchangers, such as, plate fin and tube., shell and tube 
evaporator and compact heat exchange.rs. A compuier code has bee.n developed in 
Quick-Basic language to conduct this investigation. 
Alternate refrigerants considered for this study are R-l 34a, R-152a, R-402a and 
R-404a and the performance of the heat exchanger employing these. fluids is c.ompared 
with that using the conventional refrigerants R-22 and R-12. Compact heat exchangers 
having Wavy and Offset strip fins are considered in this analysis. Parametric analysis is 
perfonned by varying the number of fins, air velocity and water velocity of plate fin tube 
heat exchanger. 
The results of this study show that the thennal design parameters such as the heat 
transfer coefficients, pressure drop and heat exchanger area are greatly influenced by the 
refrigeraJ11t the.nnodynamic and transport properties. For an evaporator of fixed capacity, 
refrigerant R- 152a resulted in highest overall heat transfer coefficient and lowest 
pressure drop followed by the refrigerants R-l 34a, R-22, R-12, R-404a and R-402a The 
drop-in evaluation of refrigerants at evaporator temperature of 40F, show that the 
evaporator using refrigerant R-152a has the highest effectiveness followed by R-134a, 
R-22 and R-12. Drop-in evaluation is evaluated at four different evaporator temperatures 
and five different inlet refrigerant qualities and it is found that the highest values of 
evaporator effectiveness resulted when the evaporator temperature is lowest and the 
refrigerant inlet quality is highest. The results for plate fin tube heat exchanger indicate 
that increasing the number of fins increased the effectiveness, capacity and the air-side 
pressure drop, whi]e increasing air velocity decreased the effectiveness of the exchanger. 
The results also show that variation of water velocity does not have any appreciable 
m 
impact on exchanger effe{:tiveness and overall conductance at low fins per inch. Compact 
heat exchangers having plain, wavy or offset strip fins are compared on the basis of heat 
transfer area and results obtained from these analyses indicate that the offset strip fin heat 
exchanger has highest overall heat transfer coefficient and pressure drop followed by one 
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Shell side cross flow area 
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SYMBOL DEFINITION UNIT 
Ka Thermal conductivity of air Btu/hr.ft.F 
Kal Thermal conductivity of Aluminium 100 Btu/hr.ft.F 
Kcu Thermal conductivity of copper 227 Btu/hr.ft.F 
Kw Thermal conductivity of water 0 .336 Btu/hr.ft.F 
K1 Thermal conductivity of satd liquid refrigerant Btu/hr.ft.F 
L Tube length ft 
Ls Shell length ft 
Le Baffle cut inch 
LMTD Log mean temperature difference degF 
NT Number of tubes 
Nb Number of baffles 
Nr Numlber of vertical tube rows 
Nr . Numiber of rows in air flow direction 
Nw Number of tube rows in window 
NTU NTU parameter 
p Tube pitch inch 
Pb Baffle spacing inch 
iPE Evaporator pressure psia 
Pr Prandtl number 
PR Pitch ratio 
Q Heat duty BTU/hr 
QA Air volume flow rate Scfm 
R Gas constant for air 53.32 ft-lbf I F.lbrn 
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Air temperature in 
Air temperature out 
Water temperature in 
Water temperature out 
Overall heat transfer coefficient 
Depth of compact exchanger 
Exit refrigerant quality 
Inlet refrigerant quality 
Transverse spacing 
Longitudinal spacing 
Ratio ,of minimum free flow area to frontal area 
Heat exchanger area to volume ratio 
Fin efficiency 
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Viscosity of air 
Viscosity at bulk fluid temperature 
Viscosity of water 
Viscosity 













lbm / ft.hr 
lbm / ft.hr 
lbm I ft.hr 
lbm / ft.hr 
















Density of fluid over the frontal surface 
Density of shellside fluid 
Density of air at entrance 
Density of air at exit 
Density of water 
Change in quality of refrigerant 
Pressure drop in cross flow section of 
shell and tube heat ,exchanger 
UNIT 
Ihm/ cuft 
lbrn / cuft 
lbrn / cuft 
lbm / cuft 
lbrn / cuft 
psi 
Pressure drop in the window section of ·psi 
shell and tube beat exchanger 
Pressure drop in the inlet/outlet section of 
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A Heat exchanger is a device which provides for the transfer of internal thermal energy 
between two or more fluids at different temperatures. Heat tiransfer between the fluids 
takes place through a separating wall. Since the fluids are separated by a separating wall 
they do not mix. Common examples of such heat exchangers are the shell and tube 
exchangers, automobile radiators. condensers. evaporators, air preheaters and dry cooling 
towers. There are no internal energy sources in a heat exchanger, ruling out fired heaters, 
electric heaters, and nuclear fuel elements. If the fluids are immiscible, the. separating 
wall may be eliminated, and the iinterface between the fluids serves as a heat transfer 
surface as in case of a direct contact heat ex.changer. 
A heat exchanger consists of the active heat exchanging elements such as a core 
or a matrix containing the heat transfer surface, and passive fluid distribution elements 
.such as headers, manifolds, tanks, inlet-outlet nozzles and seals.Usually there are no 
moving parts in a heat ,exchanger, however. there are exceptions such as a rotary 
regenerative exchanger, in which the matrix is mec.hanical1y driven to rotate at some 
design speed The heat transfer surface is tlhe surface of the exchanger core which is in 
direct contact with fluids and through which !heat is transferred by conduction. To 
increase heat transfer area, appendages known as fins may be intimately connected to the 
primary surface to provide extended, secondary or indirect surface. Fins may form flow 
passages for the ind~vidual fluids but do not separate the fluids. These secondary surfaces 
or fins may also be introduced primarily for structural strength purposes, or to provide 
thorough mixing of a highly viscous fluid. Heat exchangers are important in a wide range 
of industrial applications. They are used in process, power, automotive. air-conditioning, 
refrigeration, heat recovery, a.end manufacturing industries, as well as key components of 
many products available in the market place. Two main types of heat exchanger are : 
1) Shell and tube heat exchanger . 2) Plate fin tube heat exchanger. 
Both of these ex.changers are widely used as evaporators and condensers in the 
refrigeration and air-conditioning industry. A typical refrigeration cycle is shown in 












FIGURE I: Refrigeration cycle 
Mixture of refrigerant liquid and vapor is evaporated in the evaporator from state point 5 
to state point 6. Saturated or superheated refrigerant vapor is compressed from state 6 to 
state 1. State 2 represents the refrigerant entrance into the condenser. Superheated vapor 
at a high temperature and pressure is condensed in condenser from state 2 to state 3. 
2 
State 4 represents the entrance into the evaporator expansion device and state 5 represents 
the refrigerant entrance into the evaporator. Heat is absorbed in tbe evaporator at a low 
temperature from the circulating chilled water or air and is rejected in the condenser at 
high temperature to the circulating water or air. 
Shell and tube heat exchanger :- A cross-sectional sketch of shell and tube heat 
exchanger is illustrated in Figure 2. It consists of a bundle of round tubes packed together 
inside a cylindrical she]] with the tube axis parallel to that of the shell. One fluid flows 
inside the tubes, while the other flows outside of the tube.s. Shell and tube heat 
exchangers are normally used for transferring heat between liquids, either with or without 
phase change for a wide range of temperature and pressures. The major components of 
the exchanger are the shell, fron t and rear end heads, baffles, tubes, tubesheets, nozzles 
and pass partition plates. The most common shell design for single phase applications on 
the shell side is identified as an E shell. In this design , the shell side fluid enters a t one 
end of the shell and leaves at the other. In some situations, it is desirable that the shell 
side fluid traverses the length of the. shell twice. This is achieved by having inlet and 
outlet nozzles on the same side and by using a longitudinal baffle. This shell is identified 
as F shell. In some designs, the inlet and outlet nozzles are in the center and the shell side 
fluid then flows essentially at right angles to the tube side fluid. This sheJI is identified as 
an X shell. Shell inner diameter typically varies between 8 and 60 inches. 
Baffles are used to increase the turbulence of the shell side fluid and to support 
the tubes. Baffles are supported by tie rods. Various types of baffles arrangements, such 
as longitudinal , segmental , rod baffles and disc & doughnut baffles are possible. Spacing 
between the baffles usually varies between IO % to 60% of the shell diameter. Tubes 
are generally 1/4 inches to 2 inches in outer diameter and are arranged in in-line or 
staggered patterns. Center line distance between 2 consecutive tubes ( tube pitch) varies 
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FIGURE 2 : Shell and Tube heat exchanger 
JL ,re A 
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" G .\.. D 
A : Tubes , B: Tube sheets , C: Shell 
D: Tube side channels and nozzles. 
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from ( 1.1 * tube diameter) to (2.5 * diameter) . The tube bundle is inserted into the 
various holes dril1ed in the tube sheet. 
Shell and tube heat exchangers can also be described according to the way the 
tube bundles are attached to the shelJ for support. There are basically three types, namely, 
fixed tube sheet, floating head and U tube exchanger. The fixed tube sheet is the simplest 
and the most commonly used type .. Both tube sheets are. welded to the shell. The. tube 
bundle is not accessible and therefore the exchanger is suited for clean fluids only.The 
floating head exchanger is widely used when the differential temperature between the 
shell :and tubes is relatively high with a possibility of differential thermal expansion. In 
this configuration, with one tube sheet floating within the shell, the tube bundle can be 
removed for cleaning and hence can be used for unclean fluids. In a 'U tube.' exchanger 
the tube bundle is bent to a 'U' shape and the other end is attached to a fixed tube sheet. 
The configuration is suitable for operation with high temperature differentials because the 
bent portion can freely expand and for operations with dirty fluids as the bundle is easily 
accessible for cleaning. SheH and tube heat exchanger is one of the most widely used and 
,can be. designed for almost any capacity. 
Plate fin tube beat exchan:ger :- A typical core of plate fin tube fin heat exchanger 
consists of continous plate fin sheets arranged on an array of tubes. This exchanger is 
illustrated in Figure 3. Fluids with low heat transfer coefficient, such as air flow over the 
finned surf ace and high heat transfer coefficient fluids flow through the. tube side. Higher 
heat transfer area c.an be achieved in much smalle.r volume compared to shell and tube 
heat exchangers. Various kinds of interrupted fins have been employed on the outside 
tube surf ace. The interrupted fin surfaces make the heat exchanger much more compact. 
Substantial heat transfer enhancement is obtained in such heat exchanger as a result of 
periodic starting and development of boundary layers over interrupted surfaces [l],[15]. 
Each time an interrupted surf ace is encountered, the boundary layer is broken and formed 
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AIRIN 
.FIGURE 3 : Plate fin tube heat exchanger 
-
L 
H : Height of ex.changer. 
L: Length of exchanger. 









again. The overall result is a thinning of the boundary layer that results in an increase in 
the loca~ he.at transfer coefficient.The different types of interrupted surfaces are illustrated 
in Figure l.1 in appendix A I. 
Alternate_~e:frigerants : 
Refrigerants are vital working fluids in the Refrigeration, Air-conditioning and Heat 
Pumping systems. They absorb heat from one are.a, such as an air-conditioned space, and. 
reject into another, such as outdoors, usually through the evaporation and condensation 
processes, respectively. Chloro-flouro refrigerants (CFC s), such as R-1 1, R-12, R-13 & 
R-22 have been employed in refrigeration industry since the inception. These refrigerants 
-contain Chlorine, which has been identified as a primary cause of the depletion of the. 
str:atospheric Ozone layer [2], [3]. These refrigerants also contribute. to tlhe CO2 in the . 
.atmosphere which results in the global wanning. In the lower layers of atmosphere, these 
molecules absorb the infrared radiation, which also partially contributes to the global 
warming of the atmosphere. [2 ],[3]. 
The destructive environmental implications resulted in the U.S. clean air act and 
the Montreal protocol. These regulations call for the complete production phase out of the 
CFC's in the United States by the end of the year 1995. A great deal of work has been 
done in the HVAC industry to identify and develop alternate refrigerants. R-32, R-123, 
R-124, R-125, R-134a, R-402a, R-404a, R-141b, R-500, R-152a and E-134 are few 
recently developed alternate refrigerants.Various binary and ternary blends of different 
refrigerants have also been produc.ed. Binary blend consisting ofR-32 I 134a ( 25 / 75 wt 
% ), and temary blend of R-32 / 125 J 134a ( 30 / 10 / 60 wt % ) have been identified as 
possible replacements for R-22 and R-12 in refrigeration equip.ment. [4 ]. Various 
Azeotropic and Non-Azeotropic blends of different refrigerants have also been 
developed. An Azeotropic mixture of a :refrigerant boils at a fixed temperature and 
exhibits the property of a single refrigerant Refrigerant R-404a consisting of ( R-125 
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44%, R-l43a 52% and R-l34a 4%) & R-402a consisting of ( R-125 60%, R-290 2% 
and R-22 38%) are two exam_ples of recently developed Azeotropic refrigerant blends. A 
Non-Azeotropic refrigerant mixture ( NARM ) exhibits non-isothennal phase change. 
Another characteristic of NARM' s is that at a given bulk composition, the compositions 
of the induvidual liquid and vapor phases change during the phase change process. An 
example of a NARM is a refrigerant mixture consisting of ( R-22, 45 wt% and R-114, 
55 wt%). 
In the alternate refrigerants, one or more chlorine atoms are substituted by hydrogen, 
carbon or flourine atoms. Therefore the ozone depletion potential is reduced to zero. The 
globai warming potential ( GWP ) of the refrigerant is also greatly reduced. 
Literature survey : 
Garza and Miller et al, [ 5 ] experimentally detennined the thermodynamic properties of 
alternate refogerants R-125 and R-14lb. Wijaya and Spatz et al, [4] showed that the two-
phase pressure drop and heat transfer characteristics of azeotropic blend of refrigerants 
( R-32 /R-125) ( R-32. 50 wt% and R-125, 50 wt%) in a copper tube compact 
evaporator with 0.305 inches inner diameter tubes of 12 ft long subjected to constant 
mass flux are superior \to those of R-22. At similar mass fluxes, the evaporation heat 
transfer coeffident of R-32 / R-125 b]end was about 23% higher than refrigerant 
R-22. Poz and Conklin et al, [6) performed analysis of heat exehanger containing Non-
azeotropic refrigerant mixtures ( NARMs) ofR-22 and R-114, ( R-2245 wt% and R-114 
55 wt%) and calculated the heat and mass transfer between moist air and NARMs for 
Plain fin, Offset strip fin and counter flow heat ,exchangers.They indicated that the 
composition of the liquid and It.he vapor changes during the phase change process and 
divided the heat exchanger into three regions, namely, : Single phase liquid, Two-phase 
vapor-liquid and Single-phase vapor and developed a one dimensiona1 model describing 
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the process of heat and mass transfer between the moist air and NARM's. The results of 
their work showed that an offset strip fin air-side evaporator increased the heat transfer 
compared with a plain-fin evaporator by a factor of 1.67 for 5 tube rows with a given face 
area at air velocity of 5 mis. Kattan and Favrat et al, [7] analyzed the two phase flow 
pattern for conventional refrigerant R-502 and new refrigerants, R-402a and R-404a in a 
direct expansion evaporator. They also performed in-tube flow boiling experiments and 
showed that heat transfer coefficients for refrigerant R-404a was slightly larger than those 
for R-502 under the same test conditions, while those for R-402a was slightely smaller. 
Sarni and Tulej et al., [8] experimentally analyzed the heat transfer and the pressure drop 
characteristics of te rnary refrigerant mixtures inside enhanced-surface compact heat 
exchangers. They determined evaporative heat transfer coefficient and pressure drops for 
refrigeran t blends R23 / R22 / Rl52a and R23 / R22/ Rl34a at various refrigerant mass 
fluxes. Their results showe.d that the refrigerant blend consisting of R23 / R22 I Rl52 had 
superior boiling and condensation heat transfer coefficients compared to the blend 
consisting R23 / R22 / R 134a. Darabi and Salehi et al., [ 9 ] presented various 
correlations for flow boiling regime for alternate refrigerants. Earlier, correlations were 
presented by Chen , Pierre, Zuber et al [2]. Equations developed by Gunger and 
Winterton, Liu, Kandlikar, Shah et al, [ 2] are among the widely used correlations for 
estimating the two-phase heat transfer coefficients for alternate refrigerants. 
Serious research and development efforts in field of compact heat exchangers 
started after World War-I and accelerated with the introduction of Aluminium brazing 
after World-War II. Since the energy crisis of the early 1970' s, increasing use has been 
made of the compact heat exchangers in many energy conversion, conservation and 
recovery systems. Most of the research done in this feild is proprietary. Weiting et al., 
(10], developed empiric.al correlations for heat transfer and flow friction characteristics 
for the Offset strip fin heat exchangers. Beecher and Fagan et al., [11 ] s tuclied the effects 
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of fin patterns and depth on the air-side heat transfer and pressure drop for Wavy fins and 
experimentally obtained correlations for heat transfer and friction factor. McQuiston et 
al. , [12] developed the correlations for the plain fins and performed extensive work in the 
area of Plai n fin tube heat exchangers. He developed experimentally correlations for the 
air-sjde friction factor and the Colburn factor for Plate-fin tube heat exchangers in terms 
of parameters which he referred as JP and FP factors. He also showed experimentally that 
moisture condensation increases the heat transfer. A Sahnoun and R.L Webb, [18] 
predicted the air-side heat transfer and friction factor for the louver-fin geometry. 
Aim of this Thesis : 
The first part of this thesis deals with evaluation of the impact of alternate refrigerants on 
the thermal-hydraulic design of plate fin tube and shell and tube evaporator performance 
using four alternate refrigerants namely, R-134a, R-152a, R-404-a and R-402a and 
compare the performance of these units with the conventional refrigerants R-12 and R-22. 
The equation developed by Liu and Winterton is employed for calculating the heat 
transfer coefficient for the refrigerant side two-phase flow. 
The first part of the thesis deals with the design for the following two cases : 
I ) Design of constant heat duty evaporator. 
In this case the heat duty of the evaporator is constant. The impact of the alternate 
refrigerants on the heat transfer coefficients, heat transfer area and pressure drops is 
evaluated for plate fin tube and shell and tube evaporator. 
2) Evaporator design of constant volume. 
In this case the impact of the alternate refrigerants is evaluated in an evaporator of fixed 
volume (i.e., drop-in evaluation in an existing machine). 
The second part of this thesis deals with comprehensive analysis of compact heat 
exchangers. Parametric analysis of plate fin tube heat exchanger is done by varying the 
10 
design paramete:rs such as fins JPer indh, air velocity and water velocity. Analysis of 
compact heat ,exchanger with interrupted frn surf aces is ·performed and the results are 
compared with plate .fin tube heat exchanger. 
Chapter 2 deals with analysis of different heat exchangers. Chapter 3 presents the results 
of design and analysis. Conclusions and recommendations are presented in Chapter 4 and 
01.apter 5 respectively. 
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CHAPTER2 
HEAT EXCllANGER ANALYSIS 
Heat exclhanger area ,of the hot and cold fluid streams is itypically estimated in !heat 
exchanger design problems, when the fluid flow rates. inlet fluid temperatures and 
required exit !fluid temperatures are specified. The rate of heat transfer to \be accomplished 
in a heat ,exchanger is defined as heat duty of a heat exdha1nger. Rating problems of heat 
exchanger, on. the other hand, deal wi~h prediction of exjt fluid temperatures and heat 
duty for a given :size heat exchanger. In tihis chapter, first the design of a plate fin tube 
evaporator is done for the case of cons1tant heat duty, namely estimatin:g the overall size of 
the unit consisting ,of standar:d si2;e tub,es. As tlhe pressure drop of the refrigerant ns 
typically negligible in case of evaporating fluid, its estimate ms not made, however t:he air 
pressure drop outside the tubes is cakulated as a part ,of this design process. For 
comparision purposes tihe design process is done for potentia~ four refrigerant substitutes, 
as wen as for the conventional refrigerants. 
In the second part ,of this chapter, performance evaluation of a given size 
evaporator with specified ,overall dimensions is done. 'Tihis process is presented for two 
alternate refrigerants. as well as for two conventional fluids for c.omparision. The results 
of this analysis provide the estimate of heat duty and evaporator effectiveness for four 
diff,:erent evaporating temperatures, and ait refrjgeralJlt qualities varying from zero to 
thirty-:nine percent. 
The third part of this chapter deals with shelll and tube evaporat.or design 
consisting of sitrgle shell and two tube passes. In th.is design process, estLmates of length 
of trube, number of baffles and shell side pressure drop are presented for a given diameter 
of the shell and inumbe.r of tubes of known diameter. This process is agai:n repeated for 
two conventional refrigera,nts for comparision purposes. 
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In the fourth stage, the plate fin tube heat exchanger has been critically examined 
through parametric analysis by varying the fins per inch, air velocity and water velocity 
passing through the tubes. Finally, the influence of wavy or offset strip fins in place of 
plate fins is evaluated. 
Plate 'fin tube evaporator deshm 
Plate fin tube evaporator is designed to meet a specific heat duty requirement. 
Air flows in cross flow over the frontal surface of the heat exchanger (finned surface) and 
alternate refrigerants flow through the tube side. Four alternate refrigerants, namely, 
R-152a, R-134a, R-4O4a and R-4O2a are considered individually. The performance of 
heat exchanger employing these fluids, is compared with that employing the convenional 
CFC refrigerants, R-12 and R-22. The composition of tbe refrigerants considered in this 








1 ,I Di-flouro-Ethane 
Azeotropic blend consisting of R-I25 60%, R-290 2% and R-22 38% 
Azeotropic blend consisting of R-125 44%, R-143a 52% and R-134a 4% 
Dichloro-diflouro-Methane 
Chloro-diflouro-Methane 
Some of the geometrical parameters typically employed, are fixed as follows : 
Tube outer diameter, Dto = .525 inches. 
Tube inner diameter, Dti = .483 inches. 
The above values of tube diameters were frequently observed in the literature survey of 
plate fin tube heat exchangers. The tube diameter generally ranges from 0.25 inches to 1.0 
inch. 
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Transverse spacing, XA = 1.25 inches 
Longitudinal spacing, XB = 1.083 inches 
Tube spacing in heat exchangers generally varies from I to 2 inches. 
Tube arrangement is staggered. 
Fins per inch, S 
Fin thickness, T 
=8 
= .006 inches 
Fins per inch, generally varies from 2 to 14 per inch, fin thickness varies from .006 to 
0.01 inch; above values are typical of a plate fin tube heat exchanger. 
Fin material employed is aluminium, due to its light weight and good thennal 
conductivity while tube material is copper. 
Plate fin tube exchanger data : 
Design and analysis of compact heat exchanger involves several parameters related to 
exchanger geometry such as, number of fins per inch S, hydraulic diameter Dh, ratio of 
minimum free flow area to frontal area Amin / Afr, ratio of exchanger area to volume a, 
and ratio of fin area to heat transfer area, Af / A A typical range of these parameters are 
shown in Table 1. 
TABLE 1 : COMP ACT HEAT EXCHANGER DATA 
S, number Db , hydraulic Amin/ Afr exchanger area to fin area to heat 
of fins per inch. diameter, inch. cr vol ratio.a, per ft. transfer area, Af/ A 
2.92 .3792 .58 73 .81 
6.67 .1824 .56 147 .91 
9.17 . 1322 .55 198 .93 
11.7 .1092 .54 238 .94 
14.5 .084 .53 306 .96 
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Data presented in table 1 were obtained from Mcquiston et al., (12] for plate fin tube heat 
exchangers. These data are valid for the following range of exchanger geometry : 
Tube outer diameter between .375 to .625 inches. 
Tube spacing between l to 2 inches. 
Fin pitch 4 to 14 fins per inch. 
Fin thickness .006 to .01 inches. 
Air face velocity = 200 to 800 feet per minute. 
Since most of the analysis of heat exchanger is to be perfonned on a computer, curve 
fitted relations for hydraulic diameter Dh, ratio of minimum free flow area to frontal area 
cr, ratio of heat exchanger area to volume ratio cx, and ratio of fin area to heat transfer 
area (Af / A), were obtained as a function of fins per inch from data presented in Table 1, 
using the software (13 ]. The statistical variance of these equations is approximately 
99.9%. The relations obtained from curve fits of the data are as follows: 
Dh= - .02569963 + .9617315. s-.80734 
a = [t.6891125 +.019386S o.5 Ln(S)]-l 
a = 14.65963+ 19.76648 (S) 






In addition to fixing the geometrical parameters, flow conditions are also fixed as 
follows. 
Flow conditions: 
Air pressure, PA = 14.7 psi. abs 
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Entering Air temperature, TAI 
Leaving Air temperature, TAO 
Air vol flow rate, QA 
Air velocity, VA 
=85F 
=50F 
= 6300 scfm 
= 750fpm 
Desired values for the air velocity should be less than 900 fprn, to avoid possible sound 
and vibration problems. 
Refrigerant velocity, VR = 1 fps 
Refrigerant velocity is generally less than 5 fps. 
Evaporator temperature, TE = 40 F 
Quality of refrigerant entering evaporator = 0, satd liquid 
Quality of refrigerant leaving evaporator = 100 % 
Evaporator Pressure corresponds to the pressure of saturated liquid refrigerant at 
evaporator temperature. 
EVAPORATOR DESIGN CALCULATIONS 
The correlations for coefficient of heat transfer and friction factor are expressed in terms 
of JP and FP parameters respectively as follows : 
Calculations for JP Parameter and i factor for the air side : 
Based on the experimental data, the JP parameter and the j factor for the air-side are 
found to depend on the air 'flow rates, fin spacing, fin thickness and evaporator geometry 
characterized by tube inner and outer diameters, tube transverse and longitudinal spacing 
and tube arrangement ( inline, staggered, rotated square, etc ). The steps in calculation of 
the j factor are as follows : 








ma. iis t1he air mass flow irate, Afr is the air flow frontal ar,ea , Ac 1is the minimum free flow 
area . 
Afr= QA/VA 
Grr = .Prr. VA 
.P _ [PA.144] 1 
"' - R [TAI+ 460) 
(7) 
(8) 
Ge is the air side mass flow rate based on minimum free flow area, pfr is the air density 
entering the heat exchanger. 
. A -.15 
JP= Re -.4 .(-) 
D At 
(9) 
Reo is :air-side Reynolds number based cm ·Ge. 
1[12] 
(:J is the ratio of total heat transfer ar,ea ( sum of bare tube and fin side heat transfer 
areas ) to the lbare tube heat transfer area. 
A 4.XAJIB - .= ------. 0 




J4 = .0014 + .2618 JP 
(10) 
(I 1) 
(12) [ 12 ] 
j4 is colbum faotor when number of rows in the air flow direction are less than ,or equal to 
four. 
For rows greater th.an four., the Ji factor is ;greatly dependent on the Reynolds number 
based ,on the lon_gjtiudinal spacing. The row effect is gfieatest at low Reynolds number and 
grradually disappears at Reynold num·ber greater t1han 15,000 [141 
jn 1-1280.Nr.Rexb-1.2 







Rexlb = Reynolds nurnlYer based on longitudinal spacing, XB. 
Jn = colbum factor for n number of rows wlhich is greater than four. 
Nr = number ,of tube rows in the air-flow direction. 
The relationship !between the JP parameter and the j factor is illustrated in Fig 4. Thi.s data 
was obtained :experimentally lby McQuistion et al, for plate fin coils at various air flow 
rates, fin spacing and tuibe rnws. The variation ofj factor wiith the number of rows is 
illustrated in Figure 5 . 
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FIG4 Correlation of heat transfer data for smooth plate-fin-coils. [ 12] 
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FIGS : Variation in j factor with number of rows for smooth-plate-fin coils. [14] 
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Calculation ,of air side heat transfer coefficient :-
Colburn factor:, j is related to Stanton St. and Prandtl Pr. numbers as : 
J= St.Pr·666=(. ho ·). {µa.cpa) .666 (15) 
Gc.cpa ka 
h J. Gc.cp (16) 
o = ( Pr·6666) • . 
ho is the air side )heat transfer ,coefli.cienit. 
Fluid properties are typically tabulated at differ,ent temperatures irn many texts. Based on 
these value5> [19] afr )Properties are determined using the curv.e fitting software, [13 ], and 
are v.alid over temp·erature range of 32 F to 200 F. 
Air viscosity : 
µa = ][Al + A3.TA + A5. TA 2) 
[n+A2.l'A +A4. TA2] 
( 17.a) 
Al= J 980649, A2 = 3.03064E-3,, A3 = 7.75636E-4, A4 = l.16l686E-6 
AS = 7 .0747 E-7. TA = Air temperature 
Air specific iheat : 
cpa = .24 Btu/hr-lbm-F 
Air thermal conductivity : 
Ka=A6+A7 . TA +A8.TA2 + A9 +AJO 
TA TA2 
(17b) 
A6 = .013071906, A7 = 2.59434E-5, A8 = -5.0315E-9, A9 = 3.736332E-3 
AJO = .041698788 
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The influence of fins 10n heat transfer from the finned surface, iis typically expressed in 
terms of fin efficiency,. 
Calculations for ifin efficiency and effectivene_s.s : 
To account for the variation in 'heat 'flux between the r,oot of the fin and the fin tip, fin 
efficiency is calculated. fhe fin .shape is hexagonal due to the sta,ggered ,con.figuration. 
Calculations for .fin efficiency and surface effectiveness taken from reference [2] are as 
follows : 




Dim2= XB2+[~] =.625inch 
Since Dim 1 = Dim2, or P = Dirnl/ Dim2 = I, we have 
'¥ = (Dim2 .2) / Dto 
~e = 1.27(\J')(l3-. 3 r ;Re is the fin equivalent radiu:s 
«j):= [~e -1][1+.35Ln ~el 4> is fin resistance number (constant) 
m= [ Ka1
2
(; ~ 12) r 
Tl= tanh(m. r .<l>)/(m.r.4>); where Tl is the fin efficiency. 
11so = 1- ((A£1A).O-T1)) ; where riso is fin surface effectiveness. (l7c) 
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Calculations for Refrigerant side heat transfe.r ,coefficient : 
The refrigerant on tube side i·s undergoing evaporation. 
Liu and Winterton equation, 1[9] is used for calcufaring the 1efrigerant side two-phase. heat 
transfer c•oeJficient. 
hi= [(E.ihl)2 + (S.bpoo1)2f.5 (18) 
hi = two-phase refrige:ralfit side heat itransf:er ,coefficient. 
E = ,enhancement faclor for t\he forced convection heail transfer. 
S = suppression facicor, takes into .aocount suppression of nudeate bo:mng due to increase 
in forced ,convection. 
hl = liquid-only heat transfer coefficient, ,calcu~ated using the Dittus-:Boeliler equation. 
111=0.023. Kl. Re10.8.PrJ0.4 (18 b) 
Dti 
hpool = 0J)Ol 22 . [ kl" .79. cpl "0;45. pL"0.49 ] 
SJGA0.5. ,µl"0.29. hfg'-0.24. pv"0.24 
hpool = pool bomn:g beat transfer coefficient. 
x .is the quaility of the :refrigerant exiting ~he ,evaporator. 
1 S=----------
1 +0.055(EA0.1) .. (Rel)"0.16 
Ikfrigerant properties: 
The propertues of the 1efrigerants 1R-152a, R- 134a, R-402 a, R-404a, R-11 and R-12 
,. 
are tabulated in Tables 2 through 5. 12], [3], [4] 
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TABLE2 : Properties of r,.efrigerants at 5 F 
Prouerti~ Refri2:erant 
R-13-4a_ R~152a R-12 
Pressure, psia 23.76 21.57 26.46 
Density, liq, lbmlcuft 8.3.72 6L92 90,05 
Density, vap .sn 302 .680 
Enthalpy, liq, Btu/lbm 13.63 17.47 9.54 
Einthal;py,vap 103.74 155.65 78.1 l 
Hnthal,py of vaporization 90.11 138, 18 68.57 
Sp.ht.liq, Btu/lbm-F .309 .396 .215 
Viscosity ,liq,lbrn/ft-hr .84:3 .617 .735 
Tlh.conductivity,liq,Btu/hr-ft-F .058 .0718 .0478 
Surface tension,lbm/sqhr 396629.92 427754.95 405196A4 
Properties 
TABLE 3 : Properties ofrefrigerants at 25 F 
Refrigerant 
R-l34a .R-l52a R-12 
Presslllre , psia 36.78 33,23 39.26 
Density, liq., lbm/cuft 8].55 60.41 87,90 
Density ;vap .784 .456 ,986 
EnthalJPY, liq,Btu/lbm 19,89 25.49 13.91 
EnthalJPY., vap 106.61 1:59:03 8030 
Enthalpy of vaporization 86.72 13:3.53 66.39 
Sp.ht , liq, Btu/lbm-F .316 .404 ,2 [9 
Viscosity,,liq,lbm/ft-hr .730 .542 .650 
Th. ,conductivity,liq, Btu/hr.ft .F .0550 .0681 .0454 

























TABLE 4 : Properties of refriger:ants at 35 f 
Pjrope:rti,es Refrigerant 
R-134a R-l52a R-12 
Piressuire, psia 45.07 40.65 47.20 
Density, 'liq, lbm/cuft 80.42 59.62 86.79 
Density,vap .953 .553 l.175 
Enthalpy. liq, Btu/Jlbm 23.08 29.57 16.127 
Enthalpy., v:ap 108.0) 160.66 81.36 
Bndnalpy of vaporization 84.93 131.09 r65.24 
Sp.ht, liq, Btullbm-F .320 .409 .222 
Viscosity,liq,l\bm/ft.-hr .68J .509 .612 
Th. :conductivity,liq, Btu/h:r.fa.F .0536 .0662 .0442 
Surfac,e tension, ~bm/sq.hr 327812.2 370644.8 405196.44 
Pr01perties 
TABLE 5 : Properties of refrigerants at 40 F 
Refrigera.nt 
R-134a R-152a R-12 R-402a R-404a 
Pres.5ure (psia) 49.72 44.81 51 .60 102.2 95.8 
Density, Diq(lbmlcuft) 79.85 59.23 86.23 78.5 7'1.7 
Densi;ty, vap(libmlcuft) 1.:048 .608 1.27 2.32 2.05 
Enth~py, Liq (Btu/llbm) 24.69 31.62 17.24 
Enthallpy, vap (Btullbm) 108.70 16'1.47 81.89 
Entlbalpy of vap. Hf g 84.01 129.84 64.64 68.7 71.7 
Sp ht, liq ( Btu/lbm-F ) .322 .411 .223 .289 .321 
Vis.cosity, liq ( l[bm/ft-hr) .658 .494 .595 .495 .437 






















Surface itension 316410-42 35'9531.3 405222.3 249872,85 213034.45 450913.0 
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The overall heat transfer coefficient can be obtained from:-
i I I 
-U-o = _h_o_'rJ_s_o + hi ( ~) + RwAo (19) 
Ai 
Ao 
= refrigerant side to the air-side heat transfier area :ratio. 
Ai 3.1415 . Dti =----
Ao XA.XB.a. 
Rw = tube wa:U resistance. 
D . . L (Dti) ti . n -
Dto 
Rw.Ao = Ai 
2. Kcu .-
Ao 
Kcu = thermal conductivity of copper. 
(19b) 
Calculation for the Height and Length of Heat Exchanger : 
Afr= QA 
VA 
mref =i0rief . Vref.Aref 
Aref = ~ .f Dti2].Ntr 




mref and Aref = refrigerant mass flow rates, flow aireas respectively. 
Ntr = number of rows in the transverse direction. 




Hand Lare the exdhanger !height and length irespective1y. 
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Computation of heat itransfer area and number of rows : 
Q = ma.Cpa.[TAI-TAO] 









The overal1 dimensions of the !Plate fin heat exchanger is thus detennined from the 
e,quations {23a),. (23b) and (23c) 
Q = rate of heat transfer, W = exchanger depth 
Nr = number of tube rows ilil tbe air flow direction. 
Computation O'f FP :parameter and ifriction factor : 
Generalized corrdation for ithe friction factor is more involved than heat transfer data and 
depends on evaporator, fin geometry and the air side flow rate. 
The FP :parameter and friction factor are calculaited as follows. [ 12] 
FP= Re-.25 [D.to1·25[ XA-Dto ]-.4 [XA - lr.5 (24) 
D o* 4(Sl-T) D~ 
where, D* is hydraulic diameter for itlhe air s,ide How over tlhe finned surlace. defined by 
Dto(AAt) .
D * == ___ ::,;:....::.c~-
l + (.· XA - Dto) 
· Sl · 
and S1 is fin pitch given by SJ= 11 S. 
(25) 
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f is the air side flow friction factor . 
Relationship !between FP parameter arnd the frictmon factor is illustrated in Figure 6. 
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FIG6 
Correlation of friction data for smooth plate-fin-coils. [ 12] 
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Air Pressure Drop: [ 12 ] 
Air pres;Sure drop due to ithe air fi1ow rate depends on air density at inlet a:nd outlet, 
entrance arnd ,exit loss coefficients, friction factor. heat transfer area., evaporator, :fin 
geometry and is given by: 
APD = air side pressure drop. 
Ki, Ke are entra1nce and ,exit .loss coefficients and de;pend on the type of :surface, 
contraction ratio and Reynolds number. Fin tuibe 'heat ,exchanger;s have Reynolds number 
appmachlng infirnity. Ki, Ke are related mainly to the ratio of minimum free flow area to 
fr-0rrtal flow area,(<>). 
Ki = .4048 (1-cr ) 
Ke= (.998 - (1.005.ci)] 
A a.. V · · f h .c: h . . ~ fl - = --, 1s ratio o eat trans1er area to t e mm1mum .11 ee- . ow area. 
Ac cr .Afr 
V is the exchanger volume. 
The computer progrnm Pl written in Quick Basic language ns developed using the above 
equations I through .26 to determine the overalil dimensions of the exchanger, 
( L x H x W ) and the :air side pres:sure drop for six different refrigera:rnts. The results 
obtained :from this program are )Presented in next ,chapter. 
'~Drop in"evaluation of alternate refrieerants for ulate fin ltuibe evaoorato:r : 
Performance of tlhe evaporator, such as the one designed above employing an alternate 
refrigerant, ,is evaluated using the devdoped computer 1progiram P2, to compare with that 
using ~he •conventional refri_.gerant. The volume of the evaporator is specified.The mass 
flow rate of the r.efrigerant, air-side velocity, inlet refrigerant quality/enthalpy and the 
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inlet air temperaitur,e are fixed.The impact on the effectiveness, ,.capacity and pressure drop 
of the evaporato)I' for 1the alternate refrigerant refrig.erant is deltermined. The effect of the 
e·vaporator temperatu!fe and the refrigerant quality at tlie inlet on the evaporator 
performance is also evaluated. 
In order to perform this ,evaluation, ithe following data is fixed : 
Data related to ~he evaporator geometry : 
Height of the evaporator, H = . .8 ft. 
Length of the ,evaporator, L = IO ft. 
Depth of the evaporator, W = 0.8 ft. 
Fins per inch, S= 8. 
F1in thickness,T = 0.006 inches . 
Tube outer diameter, Dto = 1.25 inches. 
Tube. inner di:ameter, Dti = L083 inches. 
Transverse spacing, XA =1.25 inches. 
Longitudinal spacing, XB= 1.083 inches. 
Data related t,o Flow ,conditions : 
Refrigerant mass flow rate, Rmass = 2700 l\bm / :hr. 
Air frontal velocity, VA = 750 f pm 
Evaporator temperature, TE = 40 F, 35 F, 25 F and 5 F ( varied ) 
Quality of refrigerant in = 0%, 10%, 20%, 30% and 39% ( vairied ) 
Air temp.erature inlet, TAI = 85 F. 
APPROACH: 
The steps involved in performing this evaluation are as follows : 
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I) Calculate tlhe Jheat transfer area. 
AO= V .<J. 
a. is the heat exchanger area to volume ratio . 
R:ecall ,equat1on 3: ft= 14.,65'9 + L9.766(S) 
2) Properties of air at the inlet temperature are calcu~ated employing equations 17a and 
17b. 
3) Calculate air s1ide heat transfer coefficient based on inlet air temperature .. 
Recall equation 16: ho {l) == j . Ge. cpa / ( Pra "0.666) 
ho(l) = Initial ,:estimate ( first iterated value) ofho . 
4) Compute the Refrigerant side heat transfer coefficient, h~ using equation 18. The initial 
value, .hi (1) of hi is calculated il)]Sing the first gruess of exit quality, as 1, i.e 
x,(1)= I. 
5) Calculate the overall ]heat transfer coefficient, Uo .. 
Rec:all ,eqn 19: 1/ Uo(l) = 1/ (ho(U) :nso) + I/ (hi (1) . A'r/Ao) + Rw. Ao 
6) Calculate the exchanger NTUl. 
NTU (1) = Uo (1) . AO / Cmin 
Cmi1n is the product of mass flow rate and specific heat of air. Cmin is Cair here, because 
Crefis infinity ( re£'rigerant undergoes phase change). 
Calculate the effectiveness of the evaporator.. Equation for count,er-flow is used .. Cross-
flow heat exchanger witlh multiple tube passes approaches counterflow [I 7]. 
EHX(1) = 1- (e"'-NTU(l)). 
1) Lnitiia.l guess values for the outlet t,emperatur,es ,of the air and the refrigerant enthalpy are 
calculated from : 
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TAO ( 1) = TAI - EHX( 1) . ( TAI - TE) .... ...... Air exit temperature, initial 
HRO {I) = EHX(l).(Cmin I mref).(T AI-TE)+ Hin .. .... .. Refiigerant exit enthalpy, initial 
Q (1) = Cair.{TAO(I)- TE) or mref .( HRO(l)-HL) 
X(2) = Q(l) / (mref. hfg) + XI 
X(2) is the value of the exit quality of the refiigerant ( from second iteration). 
XI is the inlet quality of the refiigerant 
8) The steps from 2 through 7 are repeated. Air side heat transfer coefficient, ho( new) is 
calculated at the bulk air temperature. Refrigerant side heat transfer coefficient, hi (new) is 
calculated using the exit quality x , as calculated in step 7. 
9) Calculations are repeated until, 
Absolute value of {EHX (new) - EHX (old)} is less than the specified tolerance. 
10) Finally, the pressure drop on the air side is calculated using equation 26. 
A computer program P2, written in QuickBasic language is developed following the above 
ten steps to determine the heat duty, exit fluid temperature, heat exchanger effectiveness 
and the air side pressure drop. 
The evaporator performance-data points were obtained by running the computer program 
eighty times i.e. (twenty times for each refrigerant) to encompass the range of cases shown 
below: 
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For R-134a, at a given evaporator temperature, tlhe pr:ogram was run alt five values of the 
inlet refrigerant qualities, i.e. twe,nty times in all. Tihe results obtained from this program 
are presented in the next chapter. 
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Shell and Tube Evaporator Design 
Shell and tube heat exchanger is the work horse of the heat exchanger industry as 
explained in the previous chapter. Besides, this exchanger has the unique distinction of 
having the largest operating experience and the most developed technology since its 
existence. Simplification of design process is made by fixing the shell diameter, number of 
tubes and baffle spacing. The required length of tube, number of baffles, shell side pressure 
drop are estimated from the procedure outlined below. 
Shell side fluid is chilled water while refrigerant is flowing through tubes. Exchanger is 
designed for specified heat duty. 
Data fixed for geometrical parameters : 
Tube outer diameter, Dto 
Tube inner diameter, Dti 
Tube pitch, P 
= .75 inch 
= .606 inch 
= I inch 
The tube pitch is the center-line distance between two consecutive tubes in the heat 
exchanger. The tube pitch is generally between 0.5 to 1.25 inches. 
Layout angle, 8 = 30 degree 
Tube layout angle is usually 30, 45, 60 or 90 degrees 
Layout pattern is triangular. 
Different types oflayout pattern are possible, i.e, square, triangular or rotated square. 
Transverse spacing, XA = P.Sin8 = .5 
Longitudinal spacing, XB = P.Cos0 = .866 
Tube metal thermal conductivity, Kcu = 227 Btu / hr-sqft-F. tube material is copper. 
Shell inner diameter, Ds = 20 inch 
Baffle spacing, Pb = 40 % of Ds = 8 inch 
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Baffle spacing between I 0% 10 60% of the shell diameter was most frequently observed 
during the literature survey. 
Baffle cut, Le = 20 % ofDs 
number of shell _passes 
number of tube passes 
Data fixed for Flow conditions 
= 4 1inch 
= 1 
= 2 
The refrigerant and water flow condjtions are as follows : 
Water flow rate, .Flw = :3260 lbm / min 
Entering water temperature, TWI = 45.2 F 
Leaving water temperatur;e, TWO= 44.:6 F 
Water temperatures, typical of cooling tower. 
Evaporator itemperature, TE = 40F 
Quality of refrigerant entering evaporator = 0%, saturated liquid state. 
Quality of refrigerant leaving evaporator = 100 % 
Calculation of shell sJde g,eometricaJI parameters 
Number ,of ilulbes : 
Number of tubes in the exchanger is a function of shell inner diameter, tube pitch, layout 
pattern, number ,of tuibe side ·passes and the tube outer diameter. 
Number of tubes are determined from the following equation. [ 16 ]. 
(27) 
NT = n.umber of tubes 
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The constant CTP accounts for incomplete coverage of she.II inner diameter by tubes. 
CTP = .9 for one tube pass, 0.8 for two tube pas:s, 0.7 for four tube passes. 
CL .is tube layout c·onstant. 
CL = .87 for triangular and square arrangement, 1 for rotated square square arrangemenit. 
PR = pitcih ratio= PI Dto. 
LlteratJUre search revealed several methods for the shell side design. The methods as 
outHned lby Taborek et al, Palen et al. Delaware et al., [ 17 ] are popular methods, 
Delaware metlhod is followed for shell side therrnaJ-hydraulic design. Description of this 
method follows. 
Delaware metjhod :-
Shell side flow mech:aniism is explained in Fig 7. Five different streams have be,en 
identified on the shel.l side . Stream B is the main cross flow sueam flowing through one 
window across the cross flow section and out through the ,.opposite window. This is the 
stream that is desi11ed on the shel1 side of the ex.changer.However, because of the 
mechauical clearance required in a shell and tube exchanger, there are four ;other streams 
which compete with the B stream. Stream A is the leakage stirearn passing through the 
cDearances between the rubes and the baffle, from one baffle ,compartment to the next. 
C stream is bundle bypass stream flowing around the tube bundle between the outermost 
rubes iin the bundle and ithe inside of the shell. The E stream is ~he shelll-to-baff1e leakage 
srream flowing through the clearance between the baffles and the inside diameter of the 
sheU. The last of the identified major stream is the F stream, which flows througlh any 
channels within the tube bundle cause,d by ,tlbe provision of pass dividers in the exchanger 
header, i.e. onJy in multiple tubepass configurations. For the two i~ube pass .configuration, 
as irn this analysis, the. pass divideir i:s oriented perpendicular to the direction of the main 
",ro:ss flow stream and does not proviide an 1111t,ernal bypass stream. 
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In the Delaware method, the B stream is regarded as t he essential stream in the exchanger 
with the other streams exerting various modifying effects upon the performance as 
predicted from the B stream alone. The various leakage and bypass streams effect the heat 
transfer in two ways: 1) They reduce the B stream and therefore the local heat transfer 
coefficient, and 2) they alter the shell side temperature profile. The Delaware method in 
effect Jumps these two effects together into various correction factors for the shell side 
flow. This decreases the heat transfer coefficient by approximately 60% and increases shell 
side pressure drop by nearly 20 % from the values calculated if the entire flow took place 
, 
across an ideal tube bank corresponding in geometry to one crossflow section. 
Shell side heat transfer coefficient 
Computation of ideal shell side beat transfer coefficient : 
hid.eat a. [ Dto . Gw]-m. [cpw. µw]-·666 ·[ µw l.1 4 
cpw. Gw µw kw µwl 
(28) [ 18 ] 
hideal = heat transfer coefficient for pure cross flow in an ideal tube bank. 
µwl = viscosity at the wall temperature. 
Ow = mass flow of water in lbm / sqft-hr. 
a and mare constants, tabulated in Table 6, and depend upon the shellside Reynolds 
number and tube layout pattern. 
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Table_6-: Constants for flow across ideal tube banks [18] 
Dto .Gw I µw Tube-pitch 
Above 200.000 Staggered 
Above 200,000 In -Line 
300 t•O 200,000 Staggered 
30'0 t•O 200,000 In-Line 
Below 300 Staggered 
Below300 In- line 
Gw ::::: shela sirle mass velocity. 








Shell sid.e cross flow area, ac depends upon tube pitch, baffle spacing, tube outer diameter 
and the shell inner diameter. 
For triangu'lar amd square tube pa.ttems, 
Ds.Pb .[P-Dto] 
ac= p (29) [ 18 ] 
For rotated triangular tube patterns, 
l.155 .Ds.Pb ,[P-Dto] 
ac = * , when XA is less than 3.73Dto. p 
ac = Ds .Pb.[l-.577[D;o]] , when XA is grea.ter than 3.73Dto. 
[ 18 ] 
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Computation of actual shell side coefficient 
From Delaware method, 
!ho= hideal . Fl . Fr . Fe . Fb (30) 
Fl, is the correction factor for baffle leakage effects, including both shell to baffle and 
itube to lhaffle leakage. The correlation for Fl penalizes the design if the baffles are put too 
dose together, leading to an excessive fraction of flow being in the leakage streams 
,compar,ed to the crossflow. [ 18 ] 
1 
F I == 0.8 [Pb] 6 for fouled bundles. 
Ds 
1 
Fl ==o.s[Pb] 4 for dean bundles. 
_Ds 
Fr, is the correction factor for a.dve.rse temperature gradient build-up. It applies only nn 
deep laminar flow when the shell side Reynolds number is less than 100. In laminar flow 
the heat transfer coefficient decreases with increasing distance from the start of heating 
because of the development of an adverse temperature gradient from the conduction 
process. This temperature gradient decreases the heat transfer coefficient 
Fr= l 
Fr= O.2[Res ]'333 
when Res is greater than 100. 
when Res is less than 100. 
Fe, is coaection factor for baffle cut and spacing [18 ]. This correction factoIC is 
essemtially a function of the fraction of the total tubes in the heat exchanger that are in 
crossflow (Le., located between the baffle tips of adjacent baffles). This value is equal to 
1.0 for a heat exchanger in which the.re are no tubes in the window, increases to a va~ue as 
high as 1. ~ 5 for a design in which windows are relatively small, and decreases to a value 
of about .52 for very large baffle cuts. A typical value for a well- designed heat exchanger 
is about LO . Fe value of 1.1 is assumed. Fb is the. correction factor for the bundJe bypass 
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flow i.e, C stream in Figure 7. For relatively small difference between the. outermost tubes: 
and tlhe shell, as in a fixed tube sheet construction, Fb is nearly 0.9. whereas for much 
larger d earances required by pull through floating head construction, Fb is about 0.7 [18] 
Proper use of sealing strips can increase Fb from 0.7 to 0.9 in pull through floating head 
he.at exchanger'S. Fb value of 0.9 is assumed in this analysis. 
CompU1tatiom of Refrigerant side heat transfer coefficient: 
Two phase flow heat transfer coefficient on the refrigerant side is computed using 
equation 18. 
Overall heat transfer coefficient and heat transfer area : 
Overall heat transfer coefficient is computed using: 
l / Uo = I/ ho + 1/ bi + (Dto- Dti). ( Dto / Dti) / ( 12. Kcu) 
Ao = Q / (Uo .F . LMTD.) 
Aeff ec = Ao . Fl . F2 .F3 
Aeffec is the effective heat transfer are.a. [ 1 ]. 
'Fl is tube layout correction factor. It depends upon tube pitch, layout pattern and tube 
outside diameter. 
F2 is correction factor for the number of tube passes. 
F3 is correction factor for shell construction / tube bundle layout. 
These correction factors are tabulated in Tables 7 through 9. 
Tube lengfu and number _of_ baffles 
L = Aeffec 
x. Dto. Nt 
Ls 
Nb = --1 
Pb 
Ls is the S:hell length ; 
; Lis the tube length. 
Nb is number of baffles. 
L 
Ls=--------





.TABLE?~ values of F 1 for various tube diameters and layouts [ 1 ] . 
Tube outside Tube Pitch, in Layout Fl 
diameter, an. 
5/8 13/16 triangular 0.9 
I 
5/8 13/16 square, rotated square 1.04 
I 3/4 15/16 triangular 1.00 I 
314 15/16 square , rotated square 1.16 
3/4 1 triangular 1.14 
3/4 I square. rotated square 1.31 
I I 1/4 triangular 1.34 
l I 1/4 square ,rotated square 1.54 
fl= 
[ Heat transfer area / cross- sectional area of unit cell] reference 
( Heat transfer area /cross-sectional area of unit cell] new case 
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Shell Inside F2 
diameter, in 
number of tube side passes. 
l 4 6 g; 
up to 12 1.2 L40 1.80 --
l3-1/4to 17- J/4 1.06 0.18 1.25 1.50 
19-1/4 to 23-1/4 1.04 1.14 1.19 1.35 
25 to 3.3 1.03 1.12 l. 16 1.20 
35 to 45 1.02 1.08 1.12 1.16 
48 'to 60 1.02 1.05 1.08 1.12 
nbove 60 1.01 1.03 1.04 1.06 
TABLE 8 values of F2 for various tube passes [ l ]. 
rype of F3 
tube bundle inside shell diameter 
,const,ru ction. uptoU 13 1/4 - 21 1/4 231/4 -35 35-48 48+ 
Fixed tube sheet 1 1 1 1 1 
I split backing ring 1.30 l.15 1.09 1.06 1.04 
outs.ide packed 1.30 1.15 1.09 1.06 1.04 
·floating head 
Utube 1.12 1.08 1.03 1.01 1.01 
Punt through ---- 1.40 l.25 1. 18 l. I5 .floating 'head 
TABLE 9: values ,of F3 for various tube bundle construction [ 1 ]. 
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Shell side pressure drop:-
The pressure drop consists of 
1) internal crossflow section 
2) window section 
3) inlet and outlet section 
Internal crossflow section pressure drop : Internal crossflow section of evaporator is 
shown in Figure 8. 
FIG 8 Internal cross flow section 
The pressure drop is calculated as follows. [ 18 ] : 
4fGw 2 Nr[Nb-l]Rl.Rb.cj> a Pf= - ---=--------==----- (3 t ) 
2 . (144) g. pw 
A Pf = pressure drop for cross flow across tube bundle. 
Nr is the number of vertical rows. 
Nr = b Ds / XA, where b = 0.7 for triangular tube patterns 
b= .6 for square tube patterns 
b = 0.85 for rotated square tube patterns 
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"' -- [µµwwl ]n' ' where n =.14 for Res greater than 300 
where n=.25 for Res less than 300 
The friction factor, f , is calculated as follows: 
for DgGw / µw greater than 100. 
where. z = 1.0 for square and triangular tube patterns. 
z = 0.75 for rotated square tube patterns 
for Dg.Gw/µw less than 100. 
where., r = 10 for triangular patterns 
r = 5.7 for square and rotated tube patterns 
Dg is defined as the gap between the tubes: 
Dg = P - Dto 
Correction factors: 
RI is the correction factor for effect of baffle leakage on the pressure drop. 




Pbs]3 ' b di . h d 4' 1· 1or un es wn assume 1ou mg. 
Rb is the correction factor for effect of bundle bypass on the pressure drop. 
Rb can be approximated from the following equations : 
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Rb = 0.8 [Ds ]O.OS for clean bundles 
Rb = 0.85 [Ds -p.os for bundle wHh assumed fouling. 
Window section pressure drop: 
Window section oflthe evaporator is shown in Fig 9. 
;Fig 9 : Window section of the evaporator 




M'w is window section pressure drop. 
aw is window section flow area approximated by following equations. 
aw= 0. 055 Ds2 for triangular tube patterns. 
aw = .66 ns2 for square and rotated square patterns. 
Nw is the number of tube rows in the baffle. window. 
( 2 + Nw ) can be approximated with the following term: 
2tNw = m [Ds]'625 
wlhere m = 35 for triangular t,1be patterns 
m = 3.'.2 for square tube patterns 
m = 3..9 for rotated square tube patterns. 
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Inlet and outlet section pressure drop : Inlet and outlet section of the evaporator is shown 
in FigurelO. 
Figure 10: Inlet and outlet sections. 





M>fi is pressure drop for the inlet and outlet sections. 
The total pressure drop on the shell side is then given by : 
M>s = ~Pf + A.Pfi ........ ............. ............ (35) 
[ 18 ] 
The design of shell and tube heat exchanger is now c-0mplete. The Equations 30a. 30b 
and 30c provide the length of the tube, number of baffles and the length of the shell 
respectively, while the equation 35 gives the total shell side pressure drop. A computer 
program P3 written in Quick Basic language is developed using Equations 27 through 35 
to determine these design parameters. This design procedure is repeated for six different 
refrigerants. 
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Plate fin tube compact heat exchanger : 
The number of fins on the exchanger surface, air velocity, water/ refrigerant velocity are 
important design parameters affecting the performance of the plate fin tube compact heat 
exchanger. The effect of the number of fins, air velocity and the water velocity on the 
plate fin tube exchanger performance is investigated. Before performance analysis of 
plate fin tube exchanger is undertaken, it is necessary to specify exchanger geometry. The 
height, length, number of rows in the air flow direction, outer and inner tube diameter, 
transverse and longitudinal spacing, fin thickness, fluid inlet temperatures are fixed. The 
number of fins per inch , air velocity and water velocity are variables. The impact on 
Colburn, friction factors, effectiveness, air-side pressure drop, air-side heat transfer 
coefficients and overall heat transfer coefficient is analyzed. 
Fixed geometrical parameters : 
Height of exchanger, H 
Length of exchanger, L 
Number of rows 
Tube outer diameter, Dto 
Tube inner diameter, Dti 
Transverse spacing, XA 
Longitudinal spacing, XE 
Fin thickness, T 
Fins per inch, S varied from 4 to 14. 
Fixed Flow conditions : 
Entering air temperature, TAI 
= 3 ft 
=4 ft 
=4 
= .525 inch 
= .483 inch 
= 1.25 inch 
= 1.083 inch 
=.006inch 
= 70F 
Entering water temperature, TWI = 50 F 
Air face velocity. VA, varied from 200 to 800 feet per minute. 
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Water velocity, VW, varied from I to 6 feet per second. 
Effect of fins per inch : 
Air velocity was fixed at 500 fprn, water velocity fixed at 2 fps. Number of fins per inch 
were increased from 4 to 14. 
Effect of air velocity : 
Water velocity fixed at 2 fps. Number of fins fixed at 4 per inch. Air velocity was varied 
from 200 to 800 fpm. 
Effect of water velocity : 
Air velocity fixed at 500 fpm. Number of fins fixed at 4 per inch. Water velocity, varied 
from 1 to 6 fps. 
To investigate the impact of the air velocity and the number of fins simultaneously on the 
exchanger performance, the program was run sixteen times. At a fixed value for the 
number of fins, the program was run for four air velocities ( 200 , 400, 600 and 800 fpm). 
Four different values of fins per inch were selected, ( 4 fpi, 6fpi, 8 fpi and IO fpi ). 
Methodology 
1) Calculate the heat transfer area. 
Ao = a. . V 
a.= 14.65963 +19.76648(S) 
2) Determine the initial value of the water side heat transfer coefficient hi (1) based on 
inlet temperature of water using equation 18b. 
hi(l) .Dti = 0.023 Rew·8 .Prw3 
kw 
so 
Properties of water [ J 3 ]. 
Water density : 
pw = Al 1 + ( Al2 . TW ) + ( Al3. TW"2) + ( Al4. TW113 ). 
A 11 = 62.13798536 
A12 = 7.133019 E-03 
Al3 = -l.1418E-04 
A14 = 1.15173E-07. 
Water thermal conductivity: 
kw= A15 + (A16 . TW )+(Al7. TIV"2) + ( Al8.TW"3). 
Al5 = 0.291975 
A16 = 9.59507E-04 
A17 =-2.821E-06 
A 18 = 2.58806E-09 
Water viscosity : 
µw = A19 + ( A20 . 1W ) + ( A21. TW"2.5 ) + ( A22. TW "3) + ( A23. LOG (TW "2)) 
Al 9 = 9.949940748 
A20 = 0.045519659 
A21 =-6.2578E-06 
A22 = 2.09856E-07 
A23 = -.58617528 
The properties are valid over a te.mperature range of 40 F to 150 F. 
3) Detennine air-side heat transfer coefficient based on inlet air temperature using 
equation 16. 
4) Calculate Overall heat transfer coefficient using equation 19. 
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1 1 l 
-U-o(-1) = ho(l).11so + Ai +Rw Ao 
hi(l).-
Ao 
5) Detennine exchanger NTU and effectiveness. 
NTIJ(l) = Uo(l): Ao ; where Cmin is the minimum of the product of mass flow rate1 and 
Cmm 
specific heat for the two fluids considered. 
EHX(J);;; 1-exp(-NTIJ(l)(l-Cr)] 
1- Crexp[-NTIJ{l)(l- Cr)] 
Cr = Cmin /Cmax) 
6) Estimate the initial guess for the air and water outlet temperatures, as follows : 
[fCair < Cwater, then: 
TAO(l)= l 'AI- EHX(l) .(TAI-TWI) 
1WO( I) ='IWI +Cr(TAI-TAO(l)) 
If Cwater < Cair, then 
TAO( 1) = TAI-(Cwat / Cair) . {TWO(l)-TWI) 
TWO(l)=TM + (EHX(l) }. (TAI-TWI). 
Q(I) = ma. cpa . [ TAI- TAO(l}] 
7) Steps 2 through 6 are repeated using new estimated average temperatures. 
Continue the pmcess until the absolute value of EHXnew - EHX old is less than the 
.specified tolerance. 
:8) The air side )Pressure drop is then computed as before. A program written in Quick 
Basic language is developed using equations presented in the above eight steps to 
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detennine heat duty, effectiveness and air side pressu.re drop. These calculations are 
repeated for different ranges of fins per inch, air velocities and water velocity. The results, 
of this analysis are presented in Chapter 3. 
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Compact heat exchanger with interrupted fins : 
Wavy corrugated, louvered. Offset strip, Diamond ripple surfaces are widely employed in 
current HV AC systems. The interrupted surfaces increase the heat transfer performance, 
however, additional manufacturing effort is required to either defonn and shape the 
surface or, in the case. of louvering, to cut slits on the surface. The plate-fins discussed 
previously are modified slightly by metal stamping processes to form wavy fin patterns. 
Offset-strip fins are made by cutting, and then offsetting the strips from the plate fin tube 
heat exchanger. The resulting surfaces differ in the size, shape, and location of the strip, 
including the distance the strip is lifted above the plate and whether all strips are lifted 
uniformly or not. It should also be noted that even though the heat transfer perfonnance 
increases, the pressure drop on the air-side, and, hence, required fan power, also 
increases. Wavy and Offset strip fins on the heat exchanger surface are considered and the 
performance compared with the plate fins. 
It was found that very scarce literature on interrupted surface heat exchangers is 
available because of the proprietary nature of this field and because the fin geometries 
vary slightly from manufacturer to manufacturer. Generalized correlations for heat 
transfer and friction factor data for the intem.Jpted surface heat exchangers are virtually 
nonexistent because of large number of parameters are required to define these surfaces. 
The following correlations for heat transfer and friction factor were obtained after an 
cxtensi ve literature survey : 
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Wavy !Fins: 
Beecher and Fagan ,et al., [ i 1 Il correlations. 
(
XA)-.502 ( l )0.0312 






ftb= (0.118 t(XA-Dto)l.OS + 0.25)x Reo-0.16 
Dto 
fw =f +ftb 
j = Colburn factor 
f = friction facitor for air flow over the finned surface. 
ftb = friction fact,or for flow over the tubes. 
'fw = frktfom factor for the wavy fins. 
ReD = Air sid:e Reynolds number based on tube outer diameter. 
Two main types of wavy fins are being used in the HVAC industry [11 ], Sine-Wave type, 
wavy fin and Triangular-type wavy fin. Wavy fins are illustrate.din Figure 11. 
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Figure 11 
Ptd = Pattern depth for wavy fins. 
S = Fin pitch for wavy fins. 
WAVY FINS TUBES 
Wavy Fins 
Tihe ,correlations :are valid for fin pattern depths from 0 .018 to 0. 125 inches, fin density of 
4 :to 16 per inch and up to 4 patterns per longitudinal tube row. 
Offset strip Fiin surlaces : 
OSF is shown in Figure 12. F,ins are off set at half the fin spacing. The correlations for the 
heat transfer arnd the friction factor data developed by Wieting et al., [ IO J are employed. 
A literature search r,evealed that this is tile only correlation available for the, performance 
of rectangular-offset strip fins. 
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Eieure 12 : Offset Strip Fins [ 101 
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( 
x ·)--0.322 ( T )0.089 . .. 
j=.242x - x - x Reo-0,368 
Oto Dto 
j = Colburn factor 
T = Fin thickness 
:x = :Fin Jength in the flow direction. 
f =l.136 X - X - x ReDh -O.I9& 
( 
X )--0. 781 ( t )0.534 
Dto Dto 
f = friction factor 
lReDh = air side Reynolds number based on the hydraulic diameter of the offset strip fin, 
:surface. 
The hydraulic diameter for the offset strip fin is given by : 
Dh= 2w h /(w +h) 
Dh = hydraulic diameter. 
w = flow passage width. 
b ::: height of the offset strip fin. 
Fixed geometrical parameters : 
1) Tube outer diameter, Dto = 0.525 inches. 
2) Tube inneJ diameter, Dti = 0.483 inches. 
3) Fin thickness, r = 0.006 inches. 
4) No of {iins per inch = 6. 
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5) Height of ,exchanger::;:: 3 .it 
6) Length of exchanger = 4 ft. 
7) Height ofOlfset strip fin, h::;:: .67 inches. 
:&) Length ofO;ffset :strip fin., x::;:: .0938 inches. 
'9) flow passage width of Offset strip fins, w ;;;; 0.108 inches. 
The above values of the fin height, length and width were frequently observed during the 
lliteraturie survey of offset strip fins heat exchanger. 
Fixed flow conditions : 
11 0) Air velocity= 500 fpm 
Il 1) Water velocity = 2 fps 
12) Air temperature entering, TAI :::: 70 F 
13) Water temperature entering, TWI =50 F 
BASIS OF CO:MP ARIS ION : 
Heat transfer area is 580 square ft, assumed to be common for these three geometries. 
ASSUMPTIONS : 
(Amin I Afr) a.nd ( Af/A) for OSF and. wavy fin is same as that of Plate fins at fixed 
number -of fins per inch. 
Methodology: 
1) Detenniine the water side heat transfer coefficient, hi based on inlet temperature of 
water. 
hi(l) Dtj / kw(I) = 0.023 * Rew(l) A0.8 * Prw(l) "0.3 
2) Calculate the air side heat transfer coefficient ho( 1) based on the inlet air temperature., 
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hop (I)= jp .. Ge. cpa/ ( Pra{l) A.666) 
how (1) = jw. Ge. cpa / ( Pra(l) ".666) 
hoo (I}= jo. Ge . cpa / ( Pra(J) A.666) 
hop ;(I), how{l) and hoo{l) are 1the first estimate (iterated values) for the air side heat 
transfer coefficient of plate fin, wavy :fin and OSF, respectively . 
.3) Oaloulate the overall beat transfer coefficient, Uo {I) based on the inlet air temperature. 
1/ (Uop(l)] = I / ( hop(l) .T)sop(l)) + 1/ ( hip(I). Ai I Ao) + Rw .Ao 
1/ [Uow(l)] = 1 / ( how(l) :r,sow{l)) + 1/ ( hiw(l). Ai/ Ao) + Rw .Ao 
1/ [Uoo(l)] = 1 I ( boo(l) .risoo(l)) + 1/ ( hio(l). Ai I Ao) + Rw .Ao 
Uop, Uow and Uoo are the overall heat transfer coefficients for plate fin, wavy fin and 
OSF respectively, 
nsop(l). T)sow(l) and nsoo(J) are the initial estimates for fin effectiveness. 
(Ai / Ao) ;is ratio ofthe tube flow area to the heat transfer area and is given by : 
Ai/ Ao = (Dto / Dti ) .( 1- (Af / A) ). 
4) Next, the NTU and the effectiveness for the plate, wavy and the offset strip fins heat 
,exchanger are calculated. 
NTUjp = Uop . Ao / C:min. 
NTUw = Uow . Ao/ Cmin. 
NTUo = Uoo . Ao/ Cmin. 
EHXp = {I- EXP [~NTUp{l- Cr)]}/ { 1- Cr.exp [-NTUp{l~Cr)] }. 
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EHXw = ( 1-EXP [-NTUw (1- Cr)] } / { 1- Cr.exp [-NTUw(l-Cr)] }. 
iEHXo= {l-EXP[-NTUo(l-Ct)] }/{ 1-Cr.exp[-NTUo(l-Cr)] }. 
5) Initial values of the oudet temperatures for the air and water are calculated. 
If Cair is Cm.in; 
TAOp([) = TAI -EHXp(l). ( TAI-TWI) 
TWOp(l) =TWI + Cr(TAI-TAOp(l)) 
TAOw(l) = T Al - EHXw(l). ( TAI -TWI) 
TWOw(l) = TWI + Cr (T AI-TAOw( I)) 
TAOo(l) = 'fA1-EHXo(l). ( TAI-TWI) 
TWOo(l)= TWI + Cr (TAI-TAOo(l)) 
U Cwat.er is Cmin; 
TAOp(l) = TAI- [ ( Cr)* (TWOp(l )-TWI)] 
1WOp(l) = TWI + [ EHXp{l )*(TAI-TWI)] 
TAOw(l) = TAI- [ ( Cr)* ( TWOwl)-TWI)] 
TWOw(I) = TWI + [ EHXw(l)*(TAI-TWI)] 
TAOo(l) = TAI - [ ( Cr)* ( TWOo(l)-TWI)] 
TWOo(l) = TWI + I EHXo(l)*(TAI-TWI)] 
16) The calculatfoms involving steps 1 through 5 are repeated at new bulk temperature. The 
iterations are continued until: 
Absolute vafoe of (EHXnew Plate - EHXold Plate) is less than the specified tolerance. 
Abso~ute value of (EHXnew offset - EHX old offset) is less than the specified tolerance. 
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Absolute value of {E.HX new wavy - EHX o.ld w:avy) is less than the specified tolerance. 
7) Air side pressure drop i:s then calculated usi1ng ,equation 26. 
A computer program PS written in Quick Basic language is developed using equations 
presented in the abov,e seven steps to determine the heat duty, effectiveness and the air 
side pressure drop. T!hese calcufatioms .are repeated for plate, wavy and offset strip fin tube 




The results obtained from the computer programs P 1 through PS are presented in 
tabulated fonn first and then are shown as respective plots in this chapter. The trends 
exhibited by the results are discussed in the next chapter. 
Evaluation for constant heat duty plate fin tube heat exchanger : 
Results obtained from computer code Pl are presented in Table 10. 
Table IO : Impact of refrigerants on Plate fin tube evaporator design. 
Heat duty (fixed) = 231155.2 Btu / hr 
Ref type Evaporator Ref.flow rate hi ( Ref side ) ho (air side) Uo 
press, psia Ihm/hr Btu/hr.sqft.F Btu/hr sqft.F Btu/hr.sgft.F 
R-152a 44.81 1780.24 1067.94 12.63 8.81 
R-1 34a 49.72 2751.48 967.41 8.71 
R-22 83.28 2672.22 779.28 8.48 
R- 12 51.60 3575.54 7 18.03 8.38 
R-404a 95.80 3223.92 658.93 8.29 
R-402a 102.2 3364.70 632.88 8.21 
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Table IO : Continued 
Ref type Ao H L w VOL. AP.D 
sgft. ft. ft. ft. cu. ft. in. wat-er gauge 
R-1'52a U27 .'11 2 .72 1L52 .77 6.52 .86 
R-134a [ 139.54 .83 10.08 .78 6.59 .87 
R-22 1171.38 .. 83 10.08 .80 6.7'7 .:89 
R-12 11:8535 1.04 8.06 .81 6.86 .90 
R-404a 1201.26 1.104 8.06 .82 6.95 :.91 
R-402a 1209.26 1.04 8.06 .83 6.99 .<92 
The thermaU design parameters Le, beat transfer area, overall heat transfer coefficients, air 
pressUlfe :dmp ar,e influenced gr(eatly by the :refrigerant thermodynamic and transport 
proJPerties. Among the six refrigerants compar<ed, R-l.S2a resulted in the highest value of 
refrigerant-side heat transfer coefficient, {1067.94 Btu I hr.sqft.F) and overall heat 
tran·sfer coefficient, (8. 81 Btu/hr.:sqft-F) foUowed by R-134a, R-22 • R-12, R-404a :and 
R-402a. Lowest overalll heat transfer ooefficient, ( 8.21 Btu/hr.sqft-F) was generated by 
R-402a design. Air-side heat transfer coefficient, was constant for all the six cases at 
12.63 Btu/hr.sqft-F. Heat ·transfer aiea increas•ed from 1127, 12 sqft (for R-152a) to 
1209.26 sq ft ( for R-402a ). Air-side pressure dmp was lowest for R-152a, { 0.862 
in.wg.) and highest for .R-402a, (.92:2 in. wg ). T!he heat ,exchanger v:olume increases from 
6. 785 -cu ft ( for R-152a) tio 6. 99 cuft ( for R-402a). These results are ill1ustrated in Figures 
13 through 16. 
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FIGURE 13 : HI values for plalte fin tube e·vaporator 
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FIGURE 14 : UO Values for plate fin tube .evaporator 
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RIGURE 15: Heat transfer areas for plate fin tube evaporator 













A-152a R-134a R-12 A-404a R-402a 
Ref type 
FIGURE 16 Aiir pressure drop for plate fin tube evaporator 
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D:rop-in evaluation : Results of drop-in evaluation for plate lln tube ,exchanger obtained 
from the 1comput1em code P2 ar,e tabulated in Tables 11 through 30. 
Table: 11 Drop-in evaluation 
Evaporator temperatur.e = 40F 
Refrigerant iruet quality = 0% -or sa:td. liquid 
Refii:geram flow rate, fixed = 27i00lbm/hr 
Air velocity, fixed = 750 ffpm 
Evaporator volume, fixed = 6.4 cuft 
Iemperature air in, fixed = 85 F 
Ref PE,psia TAO,F Hin, Btu/Jbm Hout, Btu/lbm Hout-Hin 
Evap pressure T,emp air out Ref enthalpy in. Ref enthalpy out 
R-152a 44 .. 81 49,4 3L62 m 14.60 82.98 
R-134a 49.72 49.7 24.69 106.8 8.2.11 
R-22 183 .. 28 50.19 2L68 102.8 81.12 
R-12 51.60 50.36 n.24 97.99 8,0.75 
REF hi(re_f) ho(air) Uo EHX Q NTU APD 
Btu/hr.sqft.F Btulhr.sqft.F Btu/hr.sqft.f' Btu/hr m.wg 
R-152a 1165.9,6 1.2.6 8,91 79.1% 2:240495 1.56 .88 
R-134a 9JL61 12.6 8.69 783% 221775.5 1.52 .88 
R-22 747.5 12.6 :8.44 77.3% 219025.7 1.4:8 .88. 



















Tab.The. 12 Drop-in evaluation 
Evaporator temper:ature = 40 F 
ltefrigerant inlet quality == l 0% 
TAO, ·p Hin, Brunt,m Hout, Btu/lbm 
Evap pressure Temp air out Ref enthalpy in. Ref efllthalpy out 
44.:81 49.37 44.60 127.7 
4'9.72 49.7 :33,,09 J 15.3 
83.28 50. l 30.33 1 I l.6 
51.60 50.3 23.70 W4.5 
hi(iref) ho(air) Uo EHX Q 






12.6 8.94 79.22% 
12.6 8.72 78.41% 
12.,6 8.48 77.4% 
12.16 8.3.8 77.09% 
Tabl,e : 13 'Drop-in evaluation 
Evaporator itemper:atu,re := 40 F 


















Ev:ap pr,essure Temp air out Ref enthalpy in. Ref enthalpy out 
44 .. 81 49.3 
49.72 49.67 





























hi{re.t) ho(air) Uo EHX 





12.6 8,97 79.33% 
12.·6 8.74 78.5% 
12.6 8,5'1 77.5% 
12.6 8.4.l 77,2% 
Table : 14 Drop-in ,ev:aluation 
Ev~porator temperature= 40 F 





















Btu/hr. sgft.F Btulhr.:Sqft. F 
1292.12 12.6 
il003.9 12.6 
809 . 25 12.,6 









8 .. 54 77.7% 
8A3 77.3% 
153.89 






















Table 15 : Drop-in evaluation 
Evaporator temperature = 40F 
Refrigerant inlet quality = 39% 
Ref PE, psia TAO,F Hin, Btu/lbm Hout, Btu/lbm Hout-Hin 
Eva.p pressure Temp air out Ref enthalpy in. Ref. enthalpy out 
R-152a 44.81 49.22 82.26 165.65 83 .39 
R-134a 49.72 49.6 57.45 139.97 82.52 
R-22 83.28 49.98 55.42 137.03 81.61 
R-12 51.60 50.17 42.45 123.63 81.18 
REF I-ll(ref) HO(air) uo EHX Q NTU APO 
Bt.u/hr.sgft F Btu/hr.sgft.F Btu/hr.sgft.F Btu/hr in.wg 
R-152a 1325.7 12.6 9.01 79.49% 225147.7 1.584 .88 
R-134a 1023.7 12.6 8.79 78.66% 222790.6 1.544 .88 
R-22 826.1 12.6 8.56 77.8% 220343.8 1.505 .88 
R-12 755.1 12.6 8.46 77.3% 219164.4 1.483 .88 
Table 16: 
Evaporator temperature = 35 F 
Refrigerant inlet quality = 0% 
Ref PE, psia TAO, F Hin, Btu/lbm Hout, Btu/lbm Hout-Hin 
Evap pressure Temp air out Ref enthalpy in. Ref enthalpy out 
R-152a 40.65 45.36 29.67 121.9 92.33 
R-134a 45.07 45.73 23.08 114.6 91.52 
R-22 76.24 46.19 20.27 110.7 90.43 







hi(ref) ho{air) Uo EHX 





12.6 8.95 79.27% 
12.6 8.75 78.53% 
12.6 8.51 77.60% 
12.6 8.41 17.2(1>/o 
Table : 17 Drop-in evaluation 
Evaporator temperature = 3 5 F 
Refrigerant inlet quality = 10% 
Q NTU APD 
Btu/hr in.wg 
249479.5 1.57 .87 
247127 1.53 .87 
2442034 1.49 .87 
243173.7 1.48 .87 
Ref PE, psia TAO, F Hin, Btu/lbm Hout, Btu/lbm Hout-Hin 












R-152a 1279.2 12.6 
R-134a 1014.7 12.6 
R-22 813.5 12.6 



































Table : 18 Drop-in evaluation 
Evaporator temperature= 35 F 
Refrigerant inlet quality = 20% 
Ref PE, psia TAO,F Hin, Btu/lbm Hout. Btu/lbm Hout-Hin 
Evap pressure Temp air out Ref enthalpy in Ref enthalpy out 
R-152a 40.65 45.25 55.79 14S.4 92.6 
R-134a 45.07 45.64 40.07 131.8 91 .72 
R-22 76.24 46.08 37.77 128.4 90.63 
R-12 47.20 46.26 29.17 119.4 90.22 
REF hi(ref) ho(air) Uo EHX Q NTU APD 
Btu/hr.sqft.F Btu/hr.sgft.F Btu/hr.sqft.F Btu/hr m.wg 
R-152a 1321.5 12.6 9.01 79.48% 250113 1.58 .87 
R-134a 1038.9 12.6 8.80 78.71% 247689.9 
R-22 834.11 12.6 8.57 77.83% 244938.9 
R-12 770.60 12.6 8.48 77.47% 243799.1 
Table : 19 Drop-in evaluation 
Evaporator temperature = 3 5 F 
Refiigerant inlet quality = 30% 
Ref PE, psia TAO, F 
Evap pressure Temp air out 











































HI(ref) HO(air) uo EHX 





12.6 9.03 79.56% 
12.6 8.82 78.7% 
12.6 8.60 77.93% 
12.6 8.50 77.56% 
Table :20 Drop-in evaluation 
iEv:aporator lemperature ,= 3 5f' 
Refrigerant inlet quaUity = 39% 
Q NTU APD 
Btu/hr in.wg 
250375.5 1.'587 .87 
247935.7 l.550 .87 
245257.4 1.511 .87 
2440779 1.494 .87 
PE, psia TAO, F Hin, .Btu/lbm Hout, Btu/lbm Hout-Hin 
Evap pressure Temp air out Ref enthalpy in. Ref enthaRpy out 
40.65 45.18 80.69 173.51 92.82 
45.07 45.5 56.20 148.11 91.91 
76.24 45.9 54.39 145.33 90.94 
47.20 46.1 4L57 132.05 90.48 
hi(ref) ho(air) Uo EHX Q NTU APD 
Btu/hr.sgft.F Btu/hr.sqft.F Btu/hr. sqft.F Btu/hr m.wg 
1395.6 12.6 9.05 79.6% 250588.3 1.591 .87 
1082.1 12.6 8.84 78.85% 248140.2 1.553 .87 
870.6 12.6 8.62 78.02% 245521.5 L515 .87 
7:98.0 12.6 8 .52 77.63% 244312.5 1.497 .87 
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Table:2.1 Drop-till evatuat,ion 
Evaporator t:emperatme = 25 f' 
R,ef PE, psia T A:O:, F Hin, Btullbm Hout., Btullbm Hout-Hilil 
Evap ,pressure Temp air out Ref ,enthru~y in. Ref enthalpy ,out 























37 .. 6 1'9.'89 
18.[ 17.47 
38.3 13.91 
ho(air) Uo EHX 
Btu/ihr.sgft.F Btu/hr.sgi.F 
12.6 9.04 79.58% 
12.6 8 .. 86 78.9% 
12.6 8.63 78.<06% 
12.6 8.56 '77 .. 20% 
Table :.22 Dro,p-in evaluation 
Evaporator temper:.ature = 25 F 







298063.9 1 .. 5:5 
294796.6 1.51 
29382L7 1.50 
JPE. psia TAO~ F 
.Evap pressure Temp air out 
Hin, Btu/Jlbm 
Ref enthalpy in 
Hout. Bw/Ibm 
Ref enthalpy out 
33.23 37.19 38.84 150.28 
36.7:8 37.59 .28.:56 139.0 
,6:3.52 38.W 26.41 135.7 















REF IU(ret) HO(air) uo EHX Q NTU APD 
Dtu/hr.sgft.F Btu/hr.,sqft.F Btu/hr.sgft.F Btu/hr 







Table :23 Drop-in evaluation 
Evaporator temperature = 25 F 
Refrigerant inlet quality = 20% 
Ref PE, psia TAO, f Hin, Btw1bm 
79% 298349.S 
78.[ 6% 295172.7 
7.87% 294131.1 
Evap pressure Temp air out Ref enthalpy in. 
Hout, Btu/lbm 
Ref enthalpy out 
163.7 R- ll 5:2a 33 .23 37. 15 52.20 
R-J34a 36.78 







Btu/hr. sqft.F Btu/hr.sqft.F 
R-152a 1467.8 12.6 
R-134a 1162.1 12.6 
R-22 925.12 12.6 



















































TABLE 24 Dfop,.in ewfoat[on 
Evapo:ra't10:r 'temperature= 25 F 
PE, psia TAO.; f Hin) Btullbm Hout., Btullbm Hout-Hin 















ho(air) Uo EHX 
Btu/ht ,ft f .SQ . . Btulhr.sgft.F 
12.6 ·9.10 79}8% 
12.6 8 . 92 79,14% 
12.6 S.70 78.34% 
1'2:6 8.'62 
".table 25 Dmp-in •evaluation 
Ev:aporator 'temperature ·= 2'.5 F 
Refrigerant inlet quality e 39% 
7,8.03% 
177 .. 19 



















Ref PE. psia TAO., f Hin, Btulfbm Hout, Btu/lbm Hout-Hin 
Eva;p pre:ssure f 1em.p .air ,out Ref eotih:aWY in, Ref enthalpy out 
R-l52a 33,23 3'7.07 77.57 189.29 11L72 
~134a 3·6.78 .37.48 53.7 164:47 l 10.77 
R-22 63.52 31.95 52.34 162.07 109.73 
R-12 ;J9.26 .38.14 39.80 149.i03 109.23 
REF lil(ref) 
Btu/hr.sgft.f' 
R:-l5.2a ]544 .. '68 
.R-l34a 1206,.2 
R-22 '962 . 04 
R~l2 :ss9.7'9 







HO(air) uo ElIX 
Bru/hr.sqttF BtulhLsgft.F 
12,.6 9.12 79.87% 
t2.6 8,9.3 79.19% 
l2.6 8.72 78.41% 
12.6 8,64 78.09% 
Table::26 Dro;p-i1n .evafoation 
:Evaporat,or lemperatiure = 5 F 







'fAO. F Hin,Btu/Jlbm Hout, Btulilbm 
Iempairout Ref emtlhaiw in. Ref. enthalpy out 
20.91 17.47 166.8 
2l.3.2 13.63 16:2.0 
2L92 H.92 158.7 
22.06 9.54 156.2 
ho(air) Uo EHX Q 
Btu/hr.sqft.F Btu/hr .. sgft.F Btu/br .. sqft.F Btu/hr 
R-J52a 1720,3 12.<(j '9.rs s,0.10% 403308.6 
R.-Il34a 1400.5 12 . 6 9.04 79.6% 400785 
R-22 1095..5 12..16 8.8-4 7:8.85% 3970.35.3 



















Table 27 Drop-in evaluation 
Ev.8!porato:r temperature == 5 F 










Evap pr:essl!l.re. T:emg air ·out &ef,eotbalP,¥ in. Ref e.nthalpy out 
2157 20.87 l t 29 
233c6 2L27 22 . 64 
42.96 .2L86 2l.23 
26.46 1.2.0'1 16AO 
bi(iet) ·ho(air) Uo 
Btu/hr . .sgft.!F Jltulihr.sglt.f Btulhr.sqft.F 
1769.2 
1427.5 






Table 28: Dtop-in revaluation 
Evaporator temperature = 5 f 
Refrigerant inlet qoali,ty == 20% 
180.2 



















Ref PE, psia TAO, F Hin, Btu/Jbm Hout, Btu/lbm Hout-Hin 
Evap ·pres.sure Temp air out Ref entlhaipy in. Ref. enthalpy out 
R-'I52a 21.57 :20.:s2 45. to 194.7 149:6 
R.-134:a 21.76 21.2 .H .65 U0.2 148.55 
R-22 42.96 2t.86 30,54 177,8 147.26 














Table 29 D.ro,p-in evaluation 
E vapor;ator tem_perarure = 5 ,F 
Refiigera1t1t i1nlet qU'ality = JO% 
EJHX Q NTU APD 
Bttwhr __ - in.w,g 
80.2% -403891.:3 1.62 .85 
7'.9J>9% 40[279. '.8 1 . .59 ,85 
78.96% 397693.7 1.559 .85 
78.7% 396683.9 1.55 .85 
Ref PE, psia tAO., F Hin. :Btu!ibm Hout, :Bt1u/Ubm Hout.:Hin 
Evap_pr.essure I'emp_aiir__._o_ut Ref entlba11py in. Ref_entlilalpy ,out 
R-[ 52a 2L57 2(128 58.93 2{)8.6 149.67 
R-U4a 23.'76 21.2i0 40.6'6 189.3 148.164 
R:-22 42 . 96 21.76 39 . :SS l87.2 147.35 
R:- [2 26A6 21.93 30.11 ]77.1 146.98 
REF hi(re.f) ho(a:ir) Uo EHX Q NTU APD 
Btu/hr.sgft.F Btu/hr.sgft.F Btu/hr. sgft.F Btu/hr m.wg 
R-152-a [8'60 . .1 12 .. 6 9.23 '80.26% 404142.1 1.'622 .85 
R.-134a 1478.9 12.6 9,08 79.7% 4015'02.7 1.596 .85 
R~22 l 159.9 ll2.6 8.:89 79.04% 3979:88 .. 6 l.56.2 .85 
R-12 1088.6 12.0 8.83 78 .. 8% 396926.7 1.55 .85 
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Table 30: Drop-in evaluation 
Evaporator temperature = 5 F 
Refri:ger-ant inlet quality = 39% 
Ref PE;, psia TAO, F Hin; Btu/lbm Hout. Btu/lbm Hout~Hin 
Evap pressure ·remp air out Ref enthalpv in. Ref. enthalpy out 
ll- l 52a 21.57 20,.75 
R-B4a 23.76 21.17 
R-22 42.96 21 .72 
R-12 26A6 21.91 
REF hi(ref) hoair) 
Btolhr.sgft.F Btu/hr.;sqft.F 
R-152a 189,8.88 12.6 
R-R34a 1500.9 12,6 
R-22 1178.0 12.6 
























80.3% 404349.3 1.624 .85 
79.78% 401691.2 1.598 .85 
79.09¾ 398237.4 1.565 .85 
78.87% 397134.4 1.55 .85 
The results for the drop-in evaluation show that the effectiveness of the R-152a 
evaporator is maximum at fixed evaporator temperature and refrigerant inlet quality 
compared to all other refrigerants. At 40 F, and zero inlet refrigerant quality, the 
effectiveness ofR-152a evaporator was found to be 79. 10%, followed by R-134a, 
78.3%, R-22, 77.3% and R-12, 76.97%. Maximum refrigerant-side heat transfer 
coefficient was obtained for the R-152a evaporator, 1165.96 Btu/ hr-sqft-F, followed by 
R-134a, R-22 and R-12 respectively. The evaporatorNTU increased from 1.4,6, ( R-12) 
to 1.56, ( R-152a ) . The air side heat transfer coefficient was constant at 12.6 
Btu/hr-sqft.F. At 40 F, and 10% inlet refrigerant quality, the effectiveness of the R-152a 
evaporator was found to be 79.22% followed by R-134a, (78.41)%, R-22 ( 77.4%) and 
R-12 ( 77.09%). 
Effect of the evaporator temperature : 
Decrease in the evaporator temperature is found to increase the effectiveness and capacity 
for all the refrigerants. At 40 F and zero inlet refrigerant quality, the effectiveness of R-
152a evaporator was found to be 79. 10%. However, at the evaporator temperatures of35 
F, 25 F and 5 F the effectiveness increased to 79.27%, 79.58% and 80.100/o, respectively. 
The effectiveness ofR-134a evaporator also increased from 78.3% to 79.6% on 
decreasing the evaporator temperature from, 40 F to 35F. It was also observed during this 
investigation that the effectiveness of R-12, which is the least favorable refrigerant at the 
lowest evaporator temperature of 5 F and zero inlet refrigerant quality, ( 78.68%) is 
81 
greater than R-l 52a, which is the best refrigerant at higher evaporator evaporator 
temperatures of 35 F ( 78.53%) and 40 F ( 78.3%) respectively. The effectiveness of 
R-134a. ( second best) at 5 F, ( 79.6%) was found to be greater than R-152a at 40 F, 
( 79 .10 % ) . The effect of the evaporator temperatures on the effectiveness of the different 
refrigerants with zero inlet refrigerant quality are illustrated in Figures 17 and 18. 
Effect of refrigerant inlet quality : 
Increase in the refrigerant inlet quality increased the effectiveness and capacity for all the 
refrigerants. At evaporator temperature of 40 F, increasing the refrigerant inlet quality 
from 0% to 39% for R-152a, increased the evaporator effectiveness from 79. 10% to 
79.490/4. The refrigerant side heat transfer coefficient increased from 1165.9 to 1325.7 
Btu/hr.sqft.F. It was observed that at fixed evaporator temperature, the effectiveness of 
R-134a did not exceed or equal the effectiveness ofR-152a, even at the highest quality 
tested. However the effectiveness ofR-12 was nearly equal to R-22 at the highest quality. 
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FIGURE 18 : Drop-in ,evaluation of alternate refrigerants at various evaporator 
temperatures. 
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fig 2 t : Effect of quality on EHX at 25 F. 
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0.39 ~- R-12 
Impact on Shell and Tube Evaporator Design : 
The alternate refrigerants appear to have a profound impact on the design parameters. 
Results obtained from computer code PJ are tabulated in Table 3 1 and shown in plots 
from Figures 23 through 26. 
Table 31 : Impact on Shell and Tube Evaporator Design 
Ref type evap shell dia no of tubes ref flow rate hi( ref side) ho(shell side) 
press.psi a Ds, inch NT lbm/hr Btu/hr.sqft.F Btu/hr.sgft.F 
R- 152a 44.81 20 289 903 .85 35.15 815.10 
R-134a 49.72 20 289 1396.96 34.78 815. 10 
R-12 51.60 20 289 1815.34 30.25 815.10 
R-404a 95.8 20 289 1636.82 29.29 815.10 
R-402a 102.2 20 289 1708.30 27.38 815.10 
Ref type heat transfer tube no of baffles shell side-pressure drop,psi 
area,A,sqft len~h.L.ft NB baffle inlet /outlet window total 
R-152a 1045.53 19 14 3.76 2 .03 3.07 8.87 
R-134a 1056.11 19 14 3.76 2.03 3 .07 8.87 
R-12 1207.59 22 16 4 .34 2.03 3 .51 9 .89 
R-404a 1245.61 22 16 4.34 2.03 3 .51 9.89 
R-402a 1329.53 24 17 4.94 2 .03 3.95 I 0•91 
Heat Duty= 117360. 4 Btu/hr 
86 
The r,esult:s indkate that R-J 52a is the best refrigerant for this type of heat exchanger 
followed by R-134a, R-12, R-404a and R-402a. The refrigerant side heat transfer 
coefficient w.as highest for the evaporator working with R-152a, 35.15 Btu/hr.sqft.F and 
least for the R-402a evaporator, 27.38 Btu/hr.sqft.F. Shell side heat transfer coefficient 
was maintained constant in a.II the cases at 815.10 Btu/hr.sqft.F. 
The number ,of baffles in the evaporator increased from 14 for R-15 2a, to 17 for 
R-402a. Minimum heat transfer area of 1046 sqft. was obtained for the R-152a evaporator, 
compared to a maximum of 1330 sqft for R-402a. The shell side pressure drop ranged 
from a minimum of 8.87 psi for R-152a to a maximum of 10.9 psi for R-402a. 
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R-404a R -402a 
Figure 23: HJI values for shell and tube evaporator 
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Heat 'transfer area values tor different refrigerants 
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Figure 25 : Heat transfer area for sheJl and tube evaporator. 
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Figure 26: Shell pressure drop. 
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R-404a R-402a 
Plate-Fin TJ.tbe Co.m,nact_HeatEx£hanger 
Parametric analysis of this heat exchanger is perfonned for varying parameters of fins per 
inch. air velocity and water velocities. Computer code P4 is developed to carry this study. 
Effect of number of fins per inch: 
Program P4. was run at various fins per inoh in order to investigate the impact on heat 
exchanger perfonnance. Fins per inch were increased fro.m 4 to 14. Air velocity and water 
velocity were constant .at 500 fpm and 2 fps. Results of this analysis are shown in 
Table 32. 
Ta'ble 32 Impact of fins per inch on exchanger design 
FPJI j f BO(air) HI (water) uo AO 
lBtu /ihr.sqft.F Btu/hr.sqft.1 Btu/hr.sqft.F sqft. 
4 .0086 .056 W.26 383.3 7.33 406.0 
6 .0081 .044 9.94 6.74 577.2 
8 .0078 :036 9.75 6.30 748.5 
10 .0076 .031 9.61 5.94 919.7 
12 .0074 .027 9.50 5.64 1091.0 
14 • 10073 .02S 9.42 " v 5.38 1262.3 
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Table 3.2 (continued) 
FPI UOAO NTU EHX APD inch .wg. 
Btu/ hr-F 
4 2978.46 .46 .34 .17 
6 3;892.55 .60 .42 .20 
8 4719.63 .72 
I 
.47 .22 
10 5472.39 .84 .52 .25 
12 6161.34 ,95 .56 .27 
14 6794.87 1.049 
.59 .29 
Increase in fins per inch decreased the Colburn and friction factor. Colburn factor 
decreased from .0086 to .00731. Friction factor dec(ieased from .056 to .0251 . R.K Shah 
et al, [11] explains that increase ;n fins increases boundary layer thickness resulting in 
fully developed flow., which decrease f and j factors. Air side heat transfer coefficient 
decreased from l 0-26 Btu / hr- sqft -F to 9 A28 Btu /br-sqft-F. Overall heat transfer 
coeftic.ient (Uo) decreased from 7.33 to 5.38 Btu /hr-sqft-F, however the overall 
conductance ( Uo Ao), increased from 2978.46 to 6794.82 Btu /hr -F, because heat 
transfer area increased from 406.0 to 12623 sqft, due to increase in fins per inch. NTU is 
the main p:arameter controlling the effectiveness of the heat exchanger. NTU increased 
from ,46 to L049. Heat exchanger effectiveness increased from 34.6 % to 59.4 % . 
Although, the air side £rictio:n factor decrea.sed, air side pressure drop increased 
from .175 to ,297 inches wat,er gauge, due to increase in heat transfer area, 
( nearly 311 % ). The resuhs ar,e illustrated graphically i_n Figures 27 through 3 5. 
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Effect of rms per inch ,on e:xcbang--er effectiveness at air 
velocity 500 fpm and water velocity 2 f~. 
l ■ EHX I 
4 6 8 10 12 14 
Fim perinch 
Figure 27 Effect of fins per inch on exchanger effectiveness 
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Effect of fins per inch ,on col burn factor 
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Figure 28 Effect of fins per inch on Co)lbum factor 
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Figure 29 Effect of fins per inch on frktion factor. 
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Effect of fins per inch on ah- side ht transfer 
coefficient at air velocity 500 fpm and water velocity 
.2fps 
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figure 31 : Effect of fins per inch on ov,erall heat transfer coefficient 
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Effed of rl.lli per inch on overall conductance at 500 fpm 
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Fi:gu:re 34 Effect of fins per inch on NTU 
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Fi gur:e 35 Effect -of fins per inch on air side pressure drnp 
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2) Effect of .air velocity : 
Program P4, was run at air velocity from 200 to 800 fpm. :Fins per inch were fixed at 4 
and water velocity was 2fps . Results are tabulated in Table 33. 
Table 33 : Impact of air velocity on exchanger design. 
VA j f HO(ai1r) ID(water) uo AO 
fpm Btu /hr.sqft.F Btu /hr .sqft.F Btu/hr .sqft.1 sqift 
200 .017 .085 5.62 383.3 4.59 406 
400 .0092 .062 8.84 6.57 
600 .008 .051 11.58 8.00 
800 .0073 .045 14.06 9.149 
' / \ / 
VA UOAO NTU EHX APD ind1.wg 
fpm Btu/hr-F 
I 
2,00 18'66.24 . 72 .49 .04 
400 2669.07 .51 .38 .12 
600 3250.41 .41 .31 .23 
800 3714.77 .35 .27 .37 
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Increase in air velocity decreased the Collburn factor and friction fact,or. Colburn factor, 
decreased ·from .017 to .0073. Friction factor decreased from .085 to .045. Air side heat 
transfer ,co-.efficient increased from 5.62 to 14.06 Btu/hr-sqft-F; in spite ofdecrease in 
the j factor. Overall heat transfer ,coefficient increased from 4.59 to 9.14 Btu/hr-sqft-f 
aind overaU conductance increased from 1866.24 to 3714.77 Btu/ hr-F. 
Exchanger NTU decreased from .72 to 3587 inspite of the increase in the 
overaiU conductance. This is because air flow rate is less than water flow rate for air 
velociity range, ( 200 to 800 fpm ) considered for computer simulation. Effectiveness of 
exchanger decreased from 49.7 % to 27.7 %. 
Air pressure drop increased from .041 to .374 inches water gauge. 
The resuhs are illustr:ated graphically in Figures 36 through 43. The combined impact of 
fins per inch and the air velocity on exchanger perf orrnance is illustrated in Figures 44 
through 46. 
EIT:ect o:f water velocity : 
Program was run at wat,er veiocity range ,of I to 6 fps and fins per inch, 4 to 14. Air 
velocity was constant at 500 fpm. Figures 4 7 and 48 illustrate the r:esults. At low .fins per 
inch water velocity did not have major ,effect 0111 exchanger overall conductance, UoAo 
and effectiveness compared to high fins per inch. Figure 47 shows that at 2 FPI, increase 
in water velocity incr:eased overall conductance from 1856.5 to 2084.3 Btu/hr-sqft-F. 
( increase of 12.3%) comjpared to the range of 5586.5 to 8195.3 Btu/hr-sqft~F. 
( increase of 47%). The p:ossible explaination for this rise in values is that .at low FPI, the 
dhange in r,esistance on waiter side due to variation in water velocity is not dominant in 
(UoAo) term because oflarge value ,of air side resistance. At high FPI, air side resistance 
decreases due to high heat transfer area; therefore water side heat transfer coeffici,ent is 
mo.re dominant. figure 48 ·shows that at 4 FPI, the e~changer effectiveness increased 
from 30.5% to 38.4%, increase -of only 7.9% compared to increase from 48.6% to 









Effect of air velocity on exchanger 
















FigU1re 36 Effect of .air velocity on ,exchanger dfoctiveness 
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Effect ,of :air velocity on Colburn factor at 4 FPI 
and 2 ~ w.1ter v,elocity 
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Figure 37 Effect of air v:elocity on Colburn factor. 
Effect of air velocity on friction factor at 4 FPI 
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Figure 38 Effect of air velocity on friction factor. 
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Effect of air velocity on air side ht transfer 
coefficient at 4 FPI and 2 fps water velocity 
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Fiwre 39 Effect of air velocity on air side heat transfer coefficient 
Effect of air velocity on overall ht transfer coefficient 
at 4 FPI and 2 fps water velocity 
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Figure 40 Effect of air velocity on overall heat transfer coefficient. 
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Effect of air velocity on overall conductance at. 4 
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Figure 43: Effect of air velocity on air pressure drop 
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Eft'ettofFPI and VA on effectiveness. Water 
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Eig:ure 45 Effect of fins per inch and air velocity on overall conductance 
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Effect of FPI and VA on N1U. Water velocity is 
constant at 2 fp; •. 
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Figure 46 Effect of fins per inch and air velocity on NTU. 
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Effect of \'ffltervelocity and FPI on overall 
coiid.'uctance. Air velocity is comtant at 500 fpm. 
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Figure 4-7 : Effect of water velocity on overall conductance at various fins per inch 
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Effect of water velocity and FPI on effectiveness 
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Figure 48 Effect of water velocity on effectiveness at various fins per inch 
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Cfi.mnact Hewt E:xch;mgrr with Interrupted Fins : 
Results of the analysis to consider 1he impact of tln geometry, as outlined in previous 
chapter are presented in Table 34, The results a.re based on the same surface arna for all 
three cases. 
Table 34 : Analysis of Interrupted Surface Compact Heat Exchanger\ 
exchanger air inlet water inlet ho (air side) hi (water) Uo( overall) 
type temp➔IAI ►E ttmp.TWl .F Btu/hr.sqftF Btu/hr.sq.ft.F Bt_u/hr.Sflfl.F 
plate fins 70 so 9,94 384.46 6.81 
wavy fins 70 50 12.12 385.01 7.78 
offset strip 70 50 18.05 386.17 HUS 
fins 
exchanger j factor 
t)'.pe 
f ractor air temp water temp Q fin efficiency 
plate tins .00819 
wavy fins .0098 




plate fins .82 
wavy fins .79 
offset strip .72 
fins 





















Lowest air side heat transfer coefficient of 9.94 Btu/hr.sqft-F was obtained for the plate 
fins, followed by the wavy, ( 12.12) and offset strip fins, ( 18.65). Higher heat transfer 
coefficients are produced for the interrupted surface heat exchanger because these 
surfaces do not allow the boundary layers to fulJy develop, thereby resulting in increased 
heat transfer coefficients [ 11 ]. The Colburn factor increased. from . 00819 (plate fins), to 
.0098 ( wavy fins), and 0.0153 (offset strip fins) . OveraJI heat transfer coefficient 
increased from 6.81 Btu/hr.sqft.F, (plate fins) to 10.15 (offset strip fins). 
Water side heat transfer coefficient was nearly same for all the three heat 
exchanger types. The minor increase in value from 384.4 to 386.17 Btu/hr.sqft.F is due 
to increase in oulet water temperature. The exchanger effectiveness was found to be, 
42.4% (plate fins), 46.5%, ( wavy fins) and 54.80%, ( offset strip fins). The results are 
also illustrated in Figures 49 through 52. 
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• A thorough amilysis of the impact of alternate refrigerants o.n the thermal design 
patameters of the evaporator is done. The perfurm11nce of the evaporator using alternate 
refrigerant R-l52a, is found to be the best among the refrigerants compared1 for both the 
Plate-fin tube a,nd the Shell and Tube evaporators, 
1) The heat transfer surface area required for the plate :fin tube heat evaporator using 
R-152ais about 4% less than that ofR-22 a.nd R-12. The reduction in surface area 
for R-l 34a is just about the same as that of R-152a. On the other hand, the 
required surface area for R-402a and R-404a are about 2.6% greater than that 
required by R-22 or R-12. 
2) The air side pressure drop for refrigerants R- l 52a or R-1J4a is about 4.4% less 
than that for R-22 or R-12, while it is 2.2% more for R-402a and R-40>4a. 
The results for the drop-in evaluation in the plate~fin tube evaporator~ showed that 
the effectiveness of R-l 52a evaporator is the highest at all the evaporator 
temperatures. The decrease in the evaporator temperature or the increase in the 
inlet remgerant quality was found to increase the effectiveness. 
3) The effectiveness or heat duty of a plate fin tube evaporator using[(,., 134a or 
R-1 S2a increases by 2.8% as compa.red to the case with R-22 or R-12 at 
evaporator temperature of 40 F_ 
4) The percentage improvement goes down to L8% when the eva.potator 
teropenrture is lowered to 5 F. 
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5) The percentage improvement of heat transfer rate or effectiveness due to, use of 
alternate :refrigerants does not change appreciably; if the quality of refrigerants at 
the inlet of the evaporator varies from zero percent to 39 percent. 
The impact of alternate refrigerants on design parameters of shell and tube 
evaporator show~d the same trends as exihibited by the results of plate fin tube 
evaporator. 
•6) The surface area of a shell and tube exchanger required by the l!JSe of alternate 
refrigerants R-l52a and R-134a decreases by 13A percent as compared to the case 
with refrigerant: R-12 and the number of baffles decreased by 12.5 percent. 
7) Refrigerants R~402a showed an opposite effect i.e, the required sl!lrl'ace a1rea is 
increased by 9.1 petcent and the number ofbaffies by 6.3 per.cent.. 
8) The shell side pressure drop in case ofR-152a and R-134a decreased by 10.3 
percent. while it increased by the same amount for R-404a as compared to 
.refrigerant R-12. 
9) The alternate refrigerant refrigerant R~404a has no effect at all on the design 
parameters of shell and tube heat exchangers as compared to R-12 case. 
• Increase in the number of fins increased the effectiveness and the air side 
pressure drop while increase in the air velocity decreased the effectiveness and increasedl 
the air side pressure drop, Water velocity did not have any appreciable effect on the 
exchanger effectiveness and c,vendl conductance at lower fins per inch. Offset strip fins on 
the heat exchanger surface generated highest overall heat transfer coefficient and air-side 





Future research in this area may be directed towards the following topics : 
• Impact of the Non~Azeotropic refrigerant mixtures on the thennal design. parameters of 
the evaporator, 
• Impact of alternate refrigerants on the mechanical design of heat exchangers. A 
partlcular case could be the analysis of their impact on stress distribution for U-type shell 
and tube beat exchanger. 
• Investigation of heat and mass trans-fer process in compact heat exchanger. such as 
humidification and dehumidification coils. 
·• Second law analysis of compact heat exchanger with interrupted fin surfaces. This is 
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APPENDIXA2 
Comnuter__;gmgram (~U: Plate fin tube evaporator design 
1 REM PLATE FIN TUBE EVAPORATOR DESIGN 
31 REM DTI: tube inner diameter 
40DTO = .525 
41 REM DTO: tube outer diameter 
50XA= 1.2-5 
51 REM XA: uansverse spacing 
60XlB = L083 
61 REM XB: longirudinal spacing, 
70CUK=227 
80ALK= 100 
81 REM CUK, ALK thermal eonducti vity 
90T = .006 
91 REM T, fin thickness 
95S = 8 
96 REM s, fins per inch. 
99REM***~*** INPUT DATA******** 
100 INPUT "TAI="; TAI 
101 REM TAI: entering air temperature. F 
110 INPUT "TAO="; TAO 
i 11 REM TAO:leaving air temperature, F 
11 20 INPUT "TE="; TE 
[ 2 i REM TE: evaporator tempetarure, F 
MO rNPUT "QA="; QA 
I 4 l REM QA: air volume flow rate, SCFM 
150 INPUT "VA:::"; VA 
151 REM VA: air velocityi FPM. 
160 INPUT ''YR="; VR 
,161 REM VR: ,refrigerant velocity. fps. 
170 INPUT "PA;;u~ PA 
I 71 REM PA: air pressure 
190 DH= -2.569963£~02 + (.961731562#) *(SI\ (-.80734013#)) 
200 CCl = 1,689 11259#+ (1 .983865E-02) * (S" .5) '* (LOG(S)) 
210 ARI= (1) / (CCI) 
21 1 REM ARL min ftee flow area to the frontal area. 
220 CC2 = .9218547+(.336112) / (LOG(S)) 
230 AR2 = I / CC2 
23 1 REM AR2: ratio of Af/A, 
235 ALPHA= 14.65963 + 19.76648 * S 
235.1 REM ALPHA: HEX area mthe volume ratio. 
236 PRINT "DH="; DH; 1'ARb="; ARl, 0 AR2==0 ; AR2, "ALPHA=1;; ALPHA 
260 REM"***PROPERTIES OF AIR**** 
270 RA= 53.352 
280 Al= .1980649 
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290 A2 ~ 3 .0)064;81E-03 
300 A3 = 7 756366-(}4 
3H) A4 = l.6l68,6E..!06 
320 AS = 7 l)747..3'E-'07 
330 AN [ =Al + A.3 * TAI -t A5 * TAI * TAl 
340 D 1 = I + A2 * "f AI + A4 * !Al * TAI 
:350AVJ!= (ANl JD[)" 2 
3.5:t REM AVl: a:itifilJet viscosity. 
360AN2=Al +A3 *TAO+AS*TAO*TAO 
370D2 =I+ A2 * 'TAO +A4 lit TA:0 * TAO 
.3'.80 A VO= (AN2 / D2} "' :2 
38 [ REM A VO: air exit viscosity. 
'.l9)0 AV= (A VI + AVO) / 2 
395 REM AV: bmlk viscosity 
400 A.6 = .Ol307t906# 
4 30 A7 = 2 .. 5943·tffi.io5 
420 A:8 ·= ·-5.'CB 15E~09 
430 A'9 = .3. 73633'2E-Q3 
44:0 AJO = .04~ 6.987:88-# 
450 AKI= A6 + (A7 * TAI) T (AS* TAI~ TAI)+ (A9 /TAI)+ (AlO) /(TAI* TAI) 
4t60AKO = A16 + (A7 * TAO)-4-(A8 "'TA:O * TAO) +{A9/TAO) +{At0) /(TAO* 
TAO) 
470 AK = (AKI + AI<:0) I 2 
,471 REM AK :biul1k tlhtmn~l conductivity 
480 A1C-P= .2a 
490APR = {AV * ACP)/ AK 
500 AD[ = (f A * l44) I ((RA) * (TAI + 460)) 
510 ADO = (PA* 144) I (r(RA) * (TAO+ 460)) 
520 AD'M ~{ADI+ ADO) 12 
520.:01 REM ADM: mean demsity ohihe air. 
:520.[ PruNT '"AVI=="; AVl. ;,AVO="; AVO, "AKI=''; AKI, ''AKO="; AKO, "ADM="; 
.Af)M 
521 REM""'"PROP.ElRTIBS OF SATD ~FRIGERANT AT 40 F. 
522 JNPUf "DRL='':; DRL 
522.1 REM DRL: delilsity ,of sa:tuta·ted liquid tefriiger.ant 
523 IN!PU'f ltdrv~'•; DRV 
523 . Q REM DRV : clensicy ohihe salurated vapo:r refrigerant. 
524 INPUT "'HRL="; Hrl 
524.1 REM HRL: .enthalpy of the satu:rated liquid 1refoigera.nt. 
525 WPUT '"HRV=n:; HRV 
525.1 REM IHRV: enthafpy of the Sa'tutared -refti;getant vapor. 
528 lN!PUT ''KRL:=11; KRL 
52'9 INPUT "cpRI="; ·C-PRL 
529.1 INPUT "VS~''; VSRL 
5293 INIPUT "Sll<r-''".; SIG 
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519A XU ::::::0 
S2.~.6X = 1 
.529, 7 HFG = {HRV ~ Ht1l) 
530 AM = fQA "' 60 '* AD[) 
54'0 Q =AM* ACP *(TAI-TAO) 
550 flr = Q / (HRV - Hd) 
560 AREAR = flt I (DRL * VR * 3600) 
'561 PRINT ''AM="'; AM, ''Q="; Q, ''FLR='"~ flt; "AREAR-,=t; AR.EAR 
S70 TR[= (4 * AREAR * 144) / (3.14159 * DTI * 01'1) 
580 NtfE (FilX(TR [)) + 1 
590 H = Ntr * XA 112 
600 AFR = QA IV A 
iilOL = AFR /H 
6U l>R[Nl' 'i'NTR="; Ntr, "H='\ H, "L="; L 
6ZO RiEM"'****CALCULATlON FOR HO 
,@30 GFR = VA * 60 * ADJ! 
640 OC = OFR I Al(U 
6:50 ARE= rGC 'ii< {JJTO l 12) I (AVD 
680 AR3 = 4 * XA * ,XB ii< ARl / (,3.14159 *DH* DTO) 
68! REM AR3 is A/At iratiro. 
685 AJP := {ARB" (-.4)) * (AR3 "(-.15)) 
686 REM AJP ,JP parameter 
6'90 AJ = .0014 + .2618 * (AJP) 
701 REM Al: c1olhum factor (J "factor for the ttit sld'e flow) 
7 H) 00 = (AJ • ,OC * AC!P) l '(APR" .<666) 
7l0.1 REM HO: air s1de heat 1transfor coefifident. 
n l PR:rNT "GFR~"; GfR, "GC="~ GC, "AJ='"; AJ, ''HO=''; HO 
730 <rREf = 'fir/ (AREAR) 
730 . 1 PRINT '''GREFz'"• 1LrREiF 
''.MO llPLl = (KRL h .79) * (CPRLA .45} * (DRL" ,.49) 
745 HPL2= (SrG ".5) * (VSRL"' .19) * (HFG>- .24) *{DRY" .24) 
746 HlPOOL = .omz2 * {HPLl I HPL2) 
747 PRRL = {CPRL * VSRL) I KRL 
748RERL=(DTil i2)~ (GiREF)/{VSRL) 
750 Ht.= J~23 * (KRL * 12 / Dl'[) * (REiRL" .8) * {PRRL" .4) 
760X= 1 
7162 E;:: {}+El) A ,.35 
762 .. 1 REM E, ·enhai:roeruent fo:c,to)t, 
763 Sl 1 = .055 ·• {E ". l) * (RERL" J ,6) 
764 S12 ~ l / (1 ·+ SU) 
764 . .1 REM Sl2, 'SUpt-ession factot. 
765 HTiP1 ,= ((E • HL) "2} + (S12 * HPOOL)" 2 
770HTP=HTP1 ".5 
770. l HI= HTP 
79021 = XA12 
121 
800 72 = (((ZJ "2) + (XB "2))" .5) / 2 
lrm ,Z3 = Zl / (OTO 12) 
i8;20 Z4 =Zl l Zr2 
:g30 ZS= 1.27 * (23) * t(Z4 - .3)" .:5) 
8·40 Z6 = (ZS - 1) * ( [ + "35 * LOG(Z5)) 
850 Yl = (((2 *HO)/ (ALK * T / 12))" .5) 
860 AYl = Yl ·*(D1'O124) * Z6 
,870 A Y2 = EXIP(AYO 
,880 AY3 •= EXP(-AYl) 
8'.90 A.Y4= {AY2-AY3) /(AY2 + AY3) 
.900EE:AY4/ AYl 
·910 FEF,= 1- (AiR2 * (1 - FE)) 
'911 REM iFEF: fin ,eifective.ne·s•s . 
930 ¥5 = 1 l (HO * if iEl~) 
940 Y6 = (3.14159 * 12 * Dll} / (XA ~ XB * ALPHA) 
950 Y7 ·= l /(HI '* Y6) 
960 Y& = (DTI I 12) * LOG(DTO I DTI) 
'970 \1'9 := 2 * CUK * Y·.6 
980 Yln = Y8 /Y9 
:990UO = [ /{YS + Y7 -:1- YW) 
1:010 U4 := 'TAI - TE 
1020 U5 e 'T A:0 - 'TE 
H)30 Uo '.::, U4 - U5 
1'04(~ U7 ~ LOG(U4 / US) 
11050 lmtd = U6 J U7 
l<060F::.: 1 
l070 AO= Q / (UO * 'F * lmtd) 
A 080 vo!l = AO/ '(ALPHA) 
:~ 090 w ""' v,61 / AFR 
1. ·1 ·oo R•o· w .. ·.,. - ·c • '* 12) 1 vro , •, , · -· · I - W , l ,11').D 
1200 ROW = ('FIX(ROW1)) + l 
1210 !P;RINT "AO=":, AO. "W="; w, "ROW~"; ROW, "LMTD:;;.": lmtd 
1.215 RE'M*'II<•* AIR SIDE PRESS DROP**'** 
t216S.1 =D/S 
t2t7B:t =(XA-DTO)./Sl 
l2l.8 B2 = (AR3) ./ (1 + lB I) 
12f9 R3 = (XA - DTO) / (4 * (Sil -T)) 
1220 B4 'S {XA) / <(DTO * B2) 
1221 BS= ({ARE)" (-.25)) 
1122 B6 = :({,l / .132)'" (.25)) 
12,13 B7 = ((B3) j\ (•;-4)) 
l224 .B8 = ((84 - l)'" (-.  5)) 
l225 F'P ~ IB5 * B6 * B1 * B:S 
12~6 F = .004904 + U .382 * (FP ·* FP) 
122 
r 
tl.26 . l REM F: friction factor. 
1227 XI '= :~048288 ~ {Ul-'047<()568#) * (ARI "2)) 
1228 CC9 = .99tf91654'64# ~ (Lr005'0.5 * ARO 
ti29 XE= CC9 A 2 
J123·0 AR.4 = AO l (AFR * AR 0 
t2-4'0G=32.2 
a250 V = (GC ·" '2.} I (2 * 1G * 3600 * 3600 * AD:[) 
1'.260 VI = {Xl + 1 - (ARI " 2)) 
lZ'.70 V2 '== {2) •(!(ADI./ ADO) - 1) 
1280 V3 = f' * .AR4 * ADI l ADM 
1290 V4 = (1 - (ARI "2) ·XE)* {ADI/ ADO) 
'13100 Af'D := V * (Vl + VZ + V3 - V4) * (12 / 62.4) 
1301 PRINT "DRL="; DRL. "'HRL='": Hrl, "HRV=": HRV, "VSRL;="; VSRL; "KRLJ,:"; 
KRL 
1310 PRiINf "FP.="; F!P, r•f="; F, "AfJD:;,a:;;; APD1 "fir="; flit 
1330PRJNT "QA=";QA, "VA="; VA, "VR="; VR, ;,TA[=";TAI, ''TAO='"; TAO, 
i•TR=";TR 
·1·34A PR· n-fT- '"·Q' · -"· ·Q· · ,;;-H_ ... H "L-"'. -L. ;;RO· W:---"·• -R, O" ~w "w.- it. w ···vol-"· v·oii . , V J.J"W. , - • _.. ., . - • ' , - ,: - , , . - ., _.. ,; - ' , - ' JJ 





. n. IM TA ,,-·o HRO' ('Jh). -~HX("O') -TA('20".I X . 'lo·') 2\J D .. . ' 1 0(2 ), · - , . · ,;.,V,1, .!C · · -i . . , 1 • • • 'J; .· (£ . 
2'1 .REM 'fAO: outtet air temp-erature. 
22 ReM HRO{[): ,01Mlet refrigerant enthalpy 
23 REM EHX{I): exchanger ,effectiveness 
24 REM T A(l): bulik air temp 





70CUK = '227 
80 ALtK ·= ·100 
·1ioo· r .... mpr" c-o!IL ·HT·(Fr- ,_,.,. H .. · !ll~lr'U .1  · .· J . . . . · ,- ,, 
l q O INPUT " COIL LENGTH(Ff)='' ~ L 
120 fNiPUT " COIL DEPTH W(.FI')=": W 
130 INPUT i'TAl(f)="; "f Al 
13 l [NPUT "TE:e:"; ; 'I'.E 
13'2 REM TE: EVAPORATOR TEMPERATURE. 
t50 '[NIPlff ;·,v A(FPM)='"; VA 
~!ZhINPu·r ~ifi]l.i•A· .ss1(L·e· .-M-p-~R HR)·-"· R· M·-A· s· s· 1  OU' . • • .!l .J:<..!IV.1, . . ' " . . I .:c;-. .' - • . . . 
norNPUT "F[!NPERINCH :::"; s 
1 '.H INPUT ''T="; T 
17/2 INPlJT "DRL=,.,; DRL 
n2.J TNPUl' "DRV==ii; DRV 
l72:2 ]NPUT HXItlN=~'; XRIN 
173 IN.PUT '"HRL:a:ti; HRL 
f14 INPUT ''HRV="; HIRV 
t 74. l HfilN = (XRIN * HRV) + (l - XRIN) • HRL 
l 75 INPUT tllCRL='"; KRL 
r76 INPUT "VS~": VSRL 
:117 IN"PUT "CI3RL='"; CPRL 
l7'8IN'PUT "S[G~'•i; SlG 
179:HFG=HRV-HRL 
180Sl ,= l /S 
1.90DH e --'2.569'~63E-0'2 + (.'961731562#) * (S" (~.80734(H3#t)) 
200 CC1 = 1 .16891115'.91 + (L'.9838,65E-~02) * (S" .S) * {LOG(S)) 
2ilOAR1 = 1 / (CCi) 
220OC2.:.: .9218547 + (.336112) I (LOG(S}) 
230 AR2 = 'l / {CC2) 
240 Al:'PHA = U4.659 + H).7·6<649 * S 
124 
.250PRlNT "ARI="~ ARl, '"AR2='"; AR2. "ALPHA=".; ALPHA, "DH="; DH 
260 REMn*,.**iPRO.P.ERTIE'S OF AIR***** 
270RA=53.3'2 
2:so .ACP = .24 
2U 'PA= 14.7 
2'85 REM '***** FIRST GUESS V ALUES*"':;i:** 
2.90HRO(l) = 0 
300 TAO(l) := 0 
3105 .X(l) = :t 
'.HOFORI= I T05 
320TA(I):::: (TAI+ TA:0{[ ))/ 2 
320.'1 X{I) e X(I) 
321 REM TA: .average air tempe:rature 
340 Aa :::: . !980649 
350 A2 = 3:030'64g--E-03 
300 A3 '= 7 :56316:E-04 
-3'70 A4 = 1.6 l-68t5:E.i06 
.:3'80 AS z 7 .. 07473E-(H 
3'.90 AN[ : Al+ A3 "'TAI +A5 *TA[ * TAI 
400D'I = [ + A2 *TAI+ A4 *TAI* TAI 
4l0 AVI = l(AN'l /Dl),.. 2 
42"0 AN2 = A·~ + A3 ·* TA(I) + AS '* TA(K) ·* 't A(l) 
430.02 =I+ A2 * TA(.I) + A4 * TA(I) * TA([) 
440 AV= (AN.2/D2} 1/\ 2 
•450 A6 := .itH307t006# 
460 A.7 ~ 2594:34]~-05 
470 A8 = ·-5:03 l.S'Er-{):9 
480 .A:..9 = 3. 736332:E-03 
4'.~0 AlO = .041698188'.# 
500 AK -= A6 + (A 7 *TA([))+ (A8 *TA([)* TA(I)) + (A9 IT A([))+ '(AlO) l (TA(I) • 
TA(I)) 
510 ADI= (PA ~ 144) l ((RA) ~ (TA[ 4 460)) 
520 APR '= (AV,. A:CP) / AK 
:530AFR~H ·• L 
540 AM ={VA * AF.R * '60 * ADI) 
541 REM AM : air mass fl.ow rate, !ibm/hir. 
550 .PRINT i•AM="; AM 
7:80 TR = 12 * H l XA 
790 AREAR = (3.14t5 /4) • (DTI A2) * ([ / 144) * TR 
810GREF= lRMASS/'(AREAR) . 
820 VO.L:=H* L * W 
8-3'0 AO= VOL ·* ALPHA 
125 
840 GFR =VA * 60 * ADI 
850 GC = GIFR / ARl 
860 PRJNT "GC=>"; OC 
:870 REM**~SI< CALCULATION OFHO *** 
,880 ARE= GC * (DTO / 12) / (AVI) 
'91'0 AR3 = 4 * XA * XB * ARl / (.3.14159 *DH* DTO) 
920 AJP =(ARE" (-.4)) * (AR3 /\ (-.15)) 
930 AJ = .0014 + .261:8 • (AJP) 
9:50 HO= (AJ * GC * ACP) /(APR/\ .666) 
960 PRlN.T "HO=''; HO 
980 RER;:;;: GREF * (DTI / 12) / (VSRL) 
990 PRR = VSRL ~ CPRLJ KRL 
H)OO BL= .023 * (RER " .8) * (PRR" .4) * (KRL) * (l 2) / DTt 
WOl HPOOLI = (KRL /\ .79) * (CPRL /\ .45) * (DRL" .49) 
1002 H:POOL2 = (S[G /\ . .5)"' (VSRLA .29) * (HFG /\ .24) * (DRV A .24) 
1 OOS Hl>OOL = ,00122 • (HPOOL l / HPOOL2) 
1006 El = ((DRL / DRV) - 1) * !PRR • X(I) 
1007E= (1 +El)/\ .35 
1008 S I 1 = (E" .1) * (RER /\ .16) * .055 
J1009 S 12 ·= l + Sil 1 
aoo9.l Sl3 =I/ (S12) 
I009.l l REM SB: SUPPRESSION FACTOR. 
1009.2 HTP ,= (((E * HL)" 2 + (S 13 * HPOOL) /\ 2)) ".5 
1009.3 HI= HTP 
1020Zi =XA/2 
1030 Z2 = (((Zi "2) + (XB /\ 2)) /\ .5) 12 
1040 Z3 ~ Zl I (DTO / 2) 
1050 Z4 = Zl /Z2 
1060 Z5 ;! 1.27 * {Z3) * ((24 ~ .3)" .5) 
1070 Z6 = (Z5 - 1) "'(l + .3·5 * LOG(Z5)) 
1080 Yl = (((2 • HO) I (ALK * T / 12))" ,5) 
1090 AYl ~ Yl * DTO /24 * Z6 
1 l'OO AY2:.: EXP(AYl) 
1 ll0 AY3 = EXP(-AYl) 
1120 AY4= (AY2-AY3) /(AY2 + AY3) 
1130 FE = A Y 4 I A Yl 
l l.40 FEF = 1 - (AR2 * (1 - FE)) 
060 Y5 = l /(HO* FEF) 
U70 Y6 = (3.14159 * DTI * 12) / (XA * XB * ALPHA) 
H 80 Y'.7 = 1 / cm * Y6) 
1190 Y8 = DTI / 12 * LOG(DTO / DTI) 
il200 Y9 = 2 * CUK * Y6 
1210 Y.10 = Y8 / Y9 
1220 UO = 1 /(YS + Y7 + YlO) 
126 
1240 UOAO ~ UO * AO 
1250 REM'**"l<EHX **** 
1260 CA1IR = AM • ACP 
1280 CM= CAIR 
1290 CR=O 
1300 NTU = (UO '* AO) I 1CM 
1310 Z20 == EXP(~NTU) 
1320 Z2 l == 1 - Z20 
1350 EHX(JI) z- Z2l 
1360 HRO(I + 1) = HR[N + ((EHX(I)) * (CM I RMASS) *(TAI~ TE)) 
1370 TA 0(1 + 1) = TAI - ((EHX(I)) ·• (T Al - TE)) 
1370.1 X(l + 1) -:: (HRO(I + 0) / HRV 
1380 Q : CAIR * (TAI -TAO(jJ + l)) 
1500PR.INT "TAO(l+l)=io; TAO(I 4 1) 
15lOPRIN1' ''HRO(I+l)="; HRO(l + 1) 
1510.1 PRINT "X(I+l )~"; X'(I + I) 
1520 PRINT "Q="; Q 
1.530NEXTI 
1540 PRINT "I~"'; I 
1:550 PRINT "EHX(l}='''; EHXO) 
1560 PRINT ''EHX(2)~'; :EHX{2) 
1570 PRINT "EHX{3)="; EHX{3) 
1570.1 PRINT "X(l)="; XO) 
1580 PRINT "TA0(1)=0 ; TAO(l) 
1590PRINT 'iTA0(2)="; TA0(2) 
l600PRINT "TAO(3)="; TAO(3) 
l6lOPRINT "HRO(J)=": HRO(l) 
16'.20 PRINT "TAO(6}="; IAO(6) 
1630 PRINT ''HRO(6)="; HRO(6) 
1640 PRINl' "EID{(5p "; EHX(S) 
1,i:.;/o~ 1 -pnYll..JIT i•x~;·(2~) " · X(2) {}'it i ' ~ . l\J.1~ ' = ' ' ' 
1640.2 I>RINT 0 X(6)="; X{6) 
164l IF (EHX(5}- EHX(4)) > .01 GOTO 2IOO 
16.50 PRINT "UO="; UO 
1655 PRINT "HO=u; HO, "CR="~ CR 
1660 PRINT "UOAO="; UOAO, "HI= ": HI,, "AJ="; AJ, ''CAIR="; CAIR 
1671 REM APO : air pressure drop 
1680 Bl = (XA - DTO) / S l 
l690B2 = (AR3)/ (1 + Bl) 
1700 83 = (XA - DTO) / (4 * (St • T)) 
1710B4 =: (XA)./ (DTO * B2) 
17'20 B5 ~((ARE)" (•.25)) 
1730 B6 = ((11 B2)" (.25)) 
1740 B7 = ((B3)" (; .4)) 
1750 B8 = ((B4. 1)" (-.5)) 
127 
1760 JFP= BS* B6 * B7 * BS 
1770 f = .004904 + 1.382 * (FP * FP) 
1780 XI '= .40482:ss - (.40470568#) * (ARI "2) 
1790 CCS ·= .998965464# - (1.00505 ·• ARl) 
l 800 XE= CC8 " 2 
1,810 AR4 = AO / (AFR * AR.l) 
1,820 G = 32.2 
1830 ADO:: (PA* 144) /((RA) • (TAO(l) + 460)) 
t ,840 ADM= (ADI+ ADO)/ 2 
J:841 REM ADOj ADM are the outlet and IDean ail' densifies. 
1,850 V = (GC "2) / '(2 ~ G * 3600 * 3600 * ADI) 
1,860 VI =(XI+ I - (AR[ "2)} 
1-870 V2 ~ {2') * ((ADI I ADO) - 0 
188-0 V3 = F * AR4 * ADI I ADM 
1890V4= (1 -(ARI "2) -XE) *(ADI/AJDO) 
1900 APD a V "" (V'l + Y2 + V3 - V 4) * ( 12 / 62A) 
2040 LPRINT "***INPUT DATA 0 *'' 
"os·o· L'Pbfi_'f- us· ". s ,t, . . • . 1ru.r~ T = ; :-
2060 LPRiiNT "VA="; VA 
2·080 LPRINT " RESULTS'~ 
2090 LPRTNT "TA0{6)="; TA0(6) 
2090. l GOTO 21 tO 
2100 PRINT ''SOLN DOIES NO'f CONVERGE'" 
2100.l GOTO 2230 
2110 LPRINT "ihro(6);;-;:'' ; HR0(6) 
2120 LPRINT iiQ="; Q 
2130 LPRINT "AO="; AO 
2140 LPRINT ''EHX(5)="; EKX(5) 
2150 LPRIN'f "HOz"; HO 
216() LPRINT ''UO=": UO 
2.17'0 LPRINT "AO="; AO 
2180 LPRIN'T "UOAO=":; UOAO 
2190 LPRINT "Hl="; HI 




Co:mputet program ( P3 ) : Shell a,nd tube evaporator design 
I 
10 iREM SHELL.AND TUBE _EVAPORATOR DESIGN 
20FLW::!:3260 
51 REM FLW: watcdlow rate, lbrn/min 
60TWI=45.2 
70TW0=44.6 
100 PW= 14.7 
120DW G 162-4 
130KW = .336 
140 VSW= 3.44 
150 C!PW = l 
160 REM REFRIGERANT PROPERTI18S 
l 16I lNPUT "DRL=";DRL 
162 INPUT "DRV=''; DRV 
163 INPUT "HRlPii; Hirl 
164 INPUT ''HRV="; HRV 
1167 INPUT "VS.RL="; VSRl. 
1169 INPUT "KRL="; KRL 
169. 1 INPUT "cprl:''; CPRL 
1169.3 INPUT ''TE="; TE 
169..4 INPUT 11 sig=0 ; S[G 
265 HFG = HRV - Hrl 
300Xl = 0 
305X2== 1 
310 REM***TUBE LAY·OUT**** 
320DT0= .75 
330 DTI = .606 
331 REM S : TUBE PITCH, PR : PITCH RATIO. 
340 'S = 1 
345 PR= S /DTO 
350 'THETA= 310 
351 REM theta is the tuibe layout -an,gle. 
360 ST= S * .5 
370 SL = S * .856 
370.1 REM ST.SL : I'RANSVERSE;LONGITUDINAL SPACING. 
371 PRINT "ST=;,; ST, "SL="; SL 
380KCU=227 
390 Al =TW[ ~ TE 
400 A2=TWO ; TE 
410A3 =Al ~ A2 
415 A4 := LOG(Al / A2) 
420 LMTD == A3 / A4 
430 f = 1 
440 Q = (FL W * 60) * (C!PW) * (TWI 4 TWO) 




473 CL== .87 
4'14 NT1 = (.78539) * (CTP /Cl)* (DS,. 2) /((PR" 2) * (DTO /\ 2}) 
474. l NT = (FIX(NTl J) + l 
476 AREAR = (3.14159 / 4) * (DTI" 2) '* (1 / 144) *(NT/ 2) 
478 OJREF ~ FLR l AREAR 
490 PB = .4 * DS 
500 AC = DS * PB * (S - DTO) * (1 / 144) * (1 / S) 
S00.1 REM SHELL SIDE FLOW CROSS iFLOW AREA. 
501 PRINT "AC="; AC 
5WGW= (FLW * 60)/ AC 
511 PRINT "OW='i; OW 
5'.20 VELW = GW I DW 
521 PRINT 11 VELW=ii; VELW 
530 REW= (DTO '* (1 J 1.2) * GW) / (VSW) 
531 PRW = (CPW * VSW) / (KW) 
532 lPRINT 0 REW=":; REW 
540 IF (REW> 200000) THEN M = .3 ELSE 
560 IF (300 < REW < 200000) THEN M = .365 ELSE 
580 IF (REW < 300) THEN M = .64 
581 PRINT HM="; M 
582 lF (REW> 200000) THEN A = .166 ELSE 
590 IF {300 < 'REW < 200000) THEN A'.: .273 ELSE 
600 IF {REW< 300) 'THEN A= .742 
610PRINT "A="; A 
630 HOIDEAL = (CPW) * (GW) '* (A) * (REW A -.M) * (PRW " -,666) 
632 iPRINf "HOIDEAL=".; HOIDEAL 
670 FC= 1.1 
680 f'B =.9 
690 FL= ,8 * (PB IDS) " .. 25 
700 IF (REW< WO) THEN fR = .2 * :REW" .33'.3 E!LSE 
710JFR~ I 
720 :PRINT "FR="; FR 
730 HORL = HOIDEAL * FL * FR * FC * FB 
740 PRINT '"HORL:="; HORIL 
750 :REM TUBE SIDE COEFFICIENT 
800 HPOOLl : {KRL" .79) * {CPRL ·" A-5) * (DRL"' .49) 
810 HPOOL2:: (S[G /\ .5) * (VSRL" .29) * (HFO" .24) *(DRY" .24) 
815 HPOOL g .00122 * HPOOLI /HPOOL2 
8 1<6 RER = GREIF * DTI / '(12 * VSRL) 
817 PRR=C-PRL * VSRL/KRL 
St 8 HL = .023 * (KRL * 12 / DTI) * (RER 11 .8) * (PRR " .4) 
820 E 1 l = (DRL / DR V) - I 
825 E 11 z 1 * PRR * EH 
BO 
' 
826 E13 = (1 + E12)" .35 
827 SI l = .055 * (E13 " .1) * (R.ER A .16) 
828813 = 1/ (1 +Sll) 
829 HTP = {(E13 * HL)" 2 + {S13 * HPOOL) "2) A .5 
829.l HI = l lTP 
829.2 Bl= 1 / HORL 
829:3 B2 = 1 /HI 
829.4 B3 = (DTO - DT1) * (1 / 12) * ([ / KCU) * (DTO / DTI) 
830 .:84 = Bl + (I82 * DTO / DTI) + B3 
840UO = 1 /B4 
841 PRINT '1UO="; uo 
842 .P = 1 
850JBS : F* UO * LMf D 
860 .AO = Q / BS 
865 PRINT "AO=''; AO 
870 REM A : EFFECTIVE AREA AND A=AO*Fl *F2*F3 
880 REM Fl ,F2.F3 : CORRECTION FACTORS 
9WFl = 1.14 
920 F2 = 1.104 
930F3 = l! 
940 A= AO• F l * F2 * F3 
950 Ll =A* i(l / 3.1415927#) * (12/ DTO) • (1 / NT) 
951 PR1NT "Ac"; A; nLl="; LI 
2030 L = (FIX(Lt )) + 1 
2030.1 PRINT "L="; L 
2030.5 PRINT "Q="; Q 
2040 REM **niPRESSURE DROP SHELL SIDE***** 
2080DG=S -DTO 
2090 REWl = (DG / 12) * (GW) l (VSW) 
2100 PRINT "REWI="~ REWJ 
21 lO LF (REWl > 100) THEN FRW = 1 / (REWl " .25) ELSE 
2120 IF (REW l < WO) THEN f RW = 10 I (REWl A .725) 
2130 PRINT "FRW="; FRW 
2·150 NR = (.7 * DS / ST) 
2l 60 RL = .6 * (PB /DS)" .5 
2l 70 RB = .8 * (DS / 12)" .08 
2180 RSM NB; **NUMBER OF BAFFLES*"' 
2190 NBl = ((L * 6) 1 (PB)) ; 1 
2191 NB :s (FIX(NB l)) + 1 
2200 F>R1Nt "NB:::'1: NB 
2210 REM***PDBAF: PRESSURE DR:OP IN THE BAFFLE SECTION*** 
2220 PDBAF = 4 * FRW • (GW A 2) * NR * (NB - 1) * RL *RB* (l / 2) * (1 / 144) * 
(l / 4.173E-t-08) * (1 / DW) 
2230 PRINT "PDBAF="i PDBAF 
131 
2240 REM 1j;*~PDBAF1 : PRESSURE lDROP FOR INLET & OUTLET BAFFLE 
:SECTIONS'*** 
2250 PDBAF1 = 4 ~ (:2.66) * (FRW) * (GW" 2) * (NR) *(RB)* (1 / 2) *(I/ 144) * (1 / 
4.l73E+08) * (11 DW) 
2260 PRINT "PDBAFl="; PDBAFl 
2280 RJEM*'**PDWIN : PRESSURE DROP FOR THE WINDOW SECflON*** 
2290 AW= .055 * (DS "2) *(I/ 144) 
2300Ml = 3.5 
2310PTDWIN = (GW" 2) * 0 /2) * (l / 144) *(I/ 4.I73E+08) * (1 / DW) *. (AC/ AW) 
,. (Mt)* ((DS I L2) A .625) *(NB)* (RL) 
:2320 PRINT ''PDWIN=''; PDWIN 
2330 PDSHELL = PDBAF + PDBAFl + PDW[N 
.2:!'40 PRINT 11PDSHELL="; PDSHELL 
:3190.1 LPR1NT 
3200 LPRINT "FLW(LBM PER MINUTE)=0 ; FLW 
32 lO L!PRINT "TWI( DEGREES F)="; '1WI 
3220 LPRINT 'TWO(DEGREES F)="; TWO 
3240 LPRINT "TR(DEG F )="; TR 
3250 LPRINT '1PRef(PS[)=": PREF 
3271 LPRINT "DTO=;'; OTO 
327 L 1 LPRINl' 
3272 LPRfNT ';DTI="; DT[ 
3272. t LPRJNT 
3273 LIPRINT "DS="; DS 
3274 LiPRINT "PlB='1; PB 
3280 LPRINT it*'**"'** OUTPUT °jj:$U*>i<*" 
32.90 VPRINT "FLR (LBM PER HOUR)="; FLR 
3300 LPRINT "Q (BTU / HR)="; Q 
3310LPRINT '' NT (NO OF TUBES)=;'; NT 
3320 LPRiINT '" HClRL (SHELL SIDE):a: .. ; HORl. 
3330 LPru:NT "HI REF .SIDE="; HI 
:3340 LPRINT" UO ="; UO 
3350 LPR[NT " A="; A 
3350.1 LPROO 
3360 LPRJNT "L ="; L 
3370 LPRINT "NB ="·; NB 
'3380 LPRINT "PDSHELL=''; PDSHELL 
4290END 
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Computer program ,( P4 ) : Parametric analysis. plate fin tube HEX 
1 OREM 11PLATE FIN TUBE HEi, PARAMETRIC ANALYSIS 
20 DIM TA0(20); TWO(20). EHX(20), TW(20). TA(20) 
30DTI= .483 
40DTO = .525 
50XA:: 1.25 
60 XB ·= 1.083 
70CUK =227 
80ALK= 1'00 
100 INPUr ii COIL HTCPT)=1'; H 
l rn lNPUf " COIL LENGTH(Ff):;:"; L 
120 INPUT" ROW="; ROW 
130 INPUT "T Al(F)='1 ~ TAI 
140 lNPUT ''TWf(F):s:"; TWI 
150 INPUT >IVA(FPM)="; VA 
160 INPUT "VW(FPS)=0 ; vw 
no IN!PUT "FIN PiER INCH::"; s 
175 JINPUT "T="; T 
180Sl=l/S 
190 DH ""' ='.2.569963E-02 + (.961731562#) * (S" (-.80734013#)) 
200 CCl = t6:&91 l 259# + ( l.983865E-02) * (S /1. .5) * (LOG(S),) 
210 AR t ·= 1 / (CCl) 
220 CC2 = .'9218547 + (.336112) I (LOG(S)) 
230 AR2 · ... t I (CC2) 
240 ALPHA= 14.659 + 19.76649 * S 
250 PRINT "ARI="; ARI, 1'AR2="; AR2, '1ALPHA= 1'; ALPHA, ;;DH="; DH 
270 RA = 53.3'2 
280ACP= .24 
281 PA= 14.7 
290 TWO(l) E: 0 
300 TAO(l) = O 
.310 !POR I ;;a; I TO 5 
320 TA(l) =(TAI+ TAO(J)) / 2 
330 TW(I) = (TWI + 'fWO(l)) / 2 
340 A 1 = .1980649 
'.350 A2 ~ 1.090648E-03 
360 A3 = 7.5636E-04 
370 A4 = 1.61686E-06 
380 A5 = 7.07473E~07 
390 AN 1 = Al + A3 * TAI + A5 * TAI * TAI 
400 D 1 = l + A2 * TAI+ A4 * TAI * T Al 
410 AVI :=: (ANl /DI)" 2 
420 AN2 =Al+ A3 * TA(I) + A5 * TA(I) * TA(I) 
430 D2 5 l + A2 * TA(I) + A4 * TA(I) * TA(I) 
440 AV = (AN2 I 02) " 2 
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450 A6 = .013071906# 
460 A 7 = 2.59434E~05 
470 A8 = -5.0315E~09 
480 A9 = 3.736332E~03 
490 AlO = .041698788# 
500 AK= A6 +(A?* TA([))+ i(A8 * TA(I) * TA(I)) + (A9 / TA(I)} + (AlO) I (TA(l) *' 
TA(I)) 
510 ADI= (PA* 144) / {(RA)* (TAI+ 460)) 
520 APR = (AV ·t ACP) / AK 
53'() AFR = H * L 
540 AM= (VA* AFR* 60 * ADI) 
5:50 PRINT ''AM,=0 ; AM 
570WCP= I 
580 Al 1 = 62.3179&536# 
.590 A12 = 7. l33019E-03 
1600 Al3 f.; ~L 1418E9 04 
610 Al4 = Ll5173E-07 
620 WDI = A 11 + (Al2 t TWI) + ((A13) * (fWI /\ 2)) + ((Al4) * {TWI /\ 3)) 
630 WD = Al 1 + (A12 * TW(I)) + (A13 * TW(l) * TW(I)) + (A14 * TW(I) * TW(I) * 
TW(I)) 
,64,Q A15 = .29'1 975 
1650 AH5 = 9.59507E-04 
660 Al7 = ~:2.821E-06 
670 A 18 = 2 .58806E-09 
680 WK= Al5 + (Al6 * TW(I)) + (Al7 * TW(l) * TW(l)) + (Al8 • TW(I) * TW(I) * 
TW(i[)) 
690 Al9 = 9 . 9499407481· 
700 A20 = .045519659# 
710 A21 = -6.2578E~06 
720 A22 = 2.098568-07 
'730 A'.23::: -.58617528# 
740 WV z A19 + (A20 * TW(l)) + (A21 * (TW(l) "2.5)) + (AZ.2 * (TW(l} A 3)) + (A23 * 
((LOG(TW(I))) /\ 2)) 
750 PRINT "WDJ!='1; WDlt ··wo~": WD, "WK=": WK, "WV="; wv 
760 WPR = (WCP * WV) / WK 
770 PRINT "WPR="; WPR 
'780 TR = 12 * H.IXA 
790 AREA W = 3.1415 / 4 * (DTI 11 2) * ( 11144) * TR 
800 WMASS = WDI * (VW * 3600) * (AREAW) 
:sw W =ROW* (XB)/ 12 
g:zo vot = H ~ L * w 
830 AO= VOL * ALPHA 
840 GFR ... VA * 60 * ADI 
850 GC = GFR / ARl 
,860 PRINT "GC=": GC 
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870 REM**** CALCULATION OF HO ** 
880 ARE= GC * (OTO I 1.2) / (A VI) 
890 ARES i::: ARE * S I DTO 
900 ARBXB = ARE* XB /DTO 
910 AIU =4 * XA * XB *ARI/ (3.14159 *DH* DTO) 
920 AJP =(ARE" (~.4)) * (AR3,... (-. )5)) 
930 AJ4:: .0014 + .2618 '* (AJP) 
940AJ =AJ4 
950 HO ,,,.,, (AJ * GC * ACP) / (APR ,... .666) 
960 PRINT "HO=••~ HO 
970 REM*1*"'CALCULATION OF H1 ** 
980 WRE ~ WD * VW * 3600 * (DTI / 12) / (WV) 
990WPR =WV* WCP /WK 
1000 HI= .023 * (WRE" .8) * (WPR,... .3) *(WK)* (12) / DTI 
1010 REM***CALCULATIONS FOR FIN EFF******** 
1020 Zl =XA/2 
1030 Z2::: (((.Z l ,... 2) + {XB "2))" .5) 12 
1040 23 = Z l / (DTO I 2) 
1050 Z4 = Zl / Z2 
1060 Z5 = L27 '* (Z3) * ((Z4 - ,3) A .5) 
1'070 Z6 .aa {25 - 1) * (l + .35 * LOG(ZS)) 
1080 Yl = (((2 * .HO) I (ALK * T / 12))" .5) 
1090 A Y 1 = Y 1 * nro 1 24 * 26 
J 100 A Y2 = EXP(A Yl) 
1110 AY3 '= EXP(;AYl) 
1120 AY4= (AY2-AY3) /{AY2 + AY3) 
ll30.FE=AY4/ AYl 
1140 FEF =I~ (AR2 :.If (I -FE)) 
I 160 Y5 = l J (HO * FEF) 
1170 Y6 = (3.14159 * DTI * 12) / (XA * XB * ALPHA) 
1180 Y7 = 1 /(HI* Y6) 
11.90 Y8 = DTI ./ 12 • LOG(DTO / DTI) 
1200 Y9= 2 * CUK * Y6 
1'2 W YlO :=z yg / Y9 
l220UO= l /(Y5+ Y7 + YIO) 
1230 Pru:NT ''UO="; UO 
1240 UOAO = UO * AO 
1260 CAIR = AM * ACP 
1270 CW .AT= WMASS * WCP 
1271 IF CAIR <CWAT GOTO 1390 
1280 CM= CWA T 
129'0 CR= CW AT/ CAIR 
1300NTU = (UO * AO) /CM 
1310 Z41t = (1 /CR)* (NTU" .22) 
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1320 251 = (-CR) • (NTU" .78) 
133,0 Z61 = (EXP(Z51)) - 1 
1340Z71 = EXP(Z4l * 261) 
1350 EHX(I) = l - EXP(Z7 l) 
1'360 TWO(!+ .1 ) = 'fWI + ((BHX(I)) * (TAI- TWI)) 
1370 TAO(I + 1) :;; TAl - ((CWAT I CAIR) * (TWO - TWI)) 
1380 Q = CAIR * (TAI-TAO(I + 1)) 
1381 GOTO 1500 
1390 CM""' CAlR 
1400 CR== CAIR i CWAT 
1410 NTU = 1(UO ·* AO) I CM 
1420 Z40 = (l / CR) * (NTU " .22) 
1430 Z50 =(-CR)* (NTU ".78) 
1440 Z60 = (~XP(Z50)) - 1 
1450 Z70 = EXP(Z40 * Z60) 
1460 EHX(I) ~ 1 - Z70 
1470 TAO(I + 1) = TAI -((BHX(l)) * (TA1 - TWI)) 
1480TWO(I + l) = TWI + {{CAIR I CWAT) * (TAI - TAO(I + I))) 
1490 Q ~ CAlR * (TAI -TAO(I -1- 1)) 
1500 PRINT "TAO(l+ 1)=1'; TAO(I + 1) 
151'0 PRINT iiTWO(I+l)="; TWO(I + 1) 
1520 PRil.NT "Q::"; Q 
1530NEXTI 
1540 PRINT "I="; I 
1550 PRrrNT ''EHX(I)="; EHX(I) 
1560 PRINT '1EHX(2)="1; EHX(2) 
1.570 PRINT "EHX(3)..;u; EHX(3) 
J.580 PRnNT "TAO(l)="; TAO(l) 
L590 PR[NT "TA0(2)="; TA0(2) 
11600 PRiNT '"TA0(3)=t; TA0(3) 
MIO PROO ''TWO(l)="; TWO(l) 
1620 PruNT "TA0(6)="; TA0(6) 
1630 PRJINT "TW0(6)="; TW0(6) 
11640 PRINT "EHX{5)~"; EHX(5) 
1641 IF (EHX(S) - EHX(4)) > .01 GOTO 2100 
1650 PRINT "UO:.:ii; 00, 11Q= "; Q 
1660 PRfNT 11UOAO='~; UOAO 
1661 PRINT "HO=";HOj ''J="; AJ, "AO="; AO. "HI="; HI, "AM:..\ AM, "WMASS="; 
WMASS 
H562 PRINT ''FE="; FE, "FEF="; FEF 
1'670 REM **** APD ***** 
1680 Bl = (XA - DTO) / SI 
1690 B2 = {AR3) / (1 + B 1) 
1700 B3 = (XA ~ DTO) / (4 * (SI - T)) 
171'0 B4= {XA) / (DTO * B2) 
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1720 .B5 =((ARE) " (-.25)) 
173(fB6 = ((.1 I B2) "(.25)) 
1740 B7 ?:: ((83) A (~,4)) 
1750 B8 = ((B4 - l)" (~.5)) 
1760 FP = 85 * B6 * B7 * B8 
1770 F = .004904 + 1.382 * (FP * FP) 
1780 XI= .4048288 - (.40470568#) * (AR l "2) 
1790 CC8 ~ .998965464# - { I .00505 * ARl) 
1800 XE = OC8 A 2 
1810AR4 ~ AO/ (AFR* ARI) 
1820 G= 32.2 
1830 ADO= (PA• 144) J ((RA)* (TAO(!) + 460)) 
1840 ADM = (ADI+ ADO)/ 2 
1850 V = (GC "2) I (2 * G * 3600 * 3600 * ADI) 
1860 Vl =(XI + 1 - (ARI A 2)) 
1870 V2 = (2) * ((ADI I ADO) - l) 
1880 V3 = F • AR4 ·* ADI/ ADM 
D890 V4 s (1 - r(ARl "2)- XE)* (ADI I ADO) 
U900 APO = V * (Vl + V2 + V3 - V4) * (12 / 62.4) 
1910 PRINT 11APD="; APD, "Fe ''; F. "CR="; CR; "CWAT=": CWAT. "CA.IR=": CAIR; 
"NTU,,,i'; NTU 
2040 .LPRJINT "***IlNPUT DAT A***" 
2050 LPRINT "S=''; S 
2060 .LPRINT "VA="; VA 
2070 LPRINT "VW'::."; VW 
2080 LPRINT ,; RESULTS 0 
2090 LPRINT ''TA0(6)s"; TA0(6) 
2090.1 GOTO 21 JO 
2100 PRINT "SOLN DOJES NOT CONVERGE;' 
2100.1 GOTO 2230 
21 W LPR.INT t,TWO(6)="; TW0(6) 
2120 LPR[NT "Q="; Q 
2130 LPR[NT "AO="; AO 
2140 LPRINT "EHX(5)="; EHX(5) 
2150 LPRINT liHO="; HO 
2160 LPR1NT "UO::::il; UO 
2170LPRINT "AO="; AO 
2180 LPRINT "UOAO="; UOAO 
2190 LPRINT ~•HJ=="; Ill 
2200 LPR.INT ''J="; J 
2210 :LPRINT "F="~ F 
2220 LPRIN'f "APD=''; APD 
2230END 
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Computer program ( P5 ) : Interrupted surfaces on HEX 
10 REM**INTERRUPTED SURFACES ON HEXs** 
20 DIM TAOP(20), TWOP(20), EHXP(20).1WP(20), TAP(20) 
21 DIM taow(20), twow(20), EHXW(20), TWW(20), TA W(20) 
23 DIM taoo(20), twoo(20), EHXO(20), TWO(20), TAO(20) 
24 REM T AOP: outlet air temperature: plain fin tube 
25 REM TAOW: outlet air temp: wavy fin 
26 REM TAOO: outlet air temperature: offset strip fin 
27 REM TWOP: outlet water temperature: plain fin tube 
28 REM TWOW: outlet water temperature: wavy fin 
29 REM TWOO: outlet water temperature: offset strip fin 
29. l REM EHXP: effectiveness: plain fin tube 
29.2 REM EHXW: effectiveness: Wavy fin 
29.3 REM EHXO: effectiveness: Offset strip fin 
29.4 REM TWP,TWW and TWO: bulk water temperatures 
29.6 REM TAP, TAW and TAO: bulk air temperatures 
30 DTI = .483 
40DTO= .525 
50 XA = 1.25 
60XB = 1.083 
70CUK=227 
80ALK= 100 
82 REM INPUT DATA 
100 INPUT "AO="; AO 
110 INPUT "H="; H 
120 INPUT "L="; L 
130 INPUT "TAI(F)="; TAI 
140 INPUT "TWI(F)="; TWI 
150 INPUT "VA(FPM)="; VA 
160 INPUT "VW(FPS)="; VW 
170 INPUT "FIN PER INCH="; S 
171 INPUT "T="; T 
180 Sl = l / S 
190 DH= -2.569963E-02 + (.961731562#) * (S,.. (-.80734013#)) 
200 CCI= 1.68911259# + (1.983865E-02) * (S" .5) * (LOG(S)) 
2 10 AR l = 1 / (CCI) 
220 CC2 = .9218547 + (.336112) / (LOG(S)) 
230 AR2 = 1 / (CC2) 
240 ALPHA = 14.659 + 19.76649 * S 
270 RA= 53.32 
280 ACP = .24 
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2.81 PA= 14.7 
282 REM PA: air side pressure. 
2;g3 REM Initial: outlet temperat1nes 
290 TWOP(1) = 0 
291 twow(.1) = 0 
292 twoo(l) == 0 
300TAOP(1) e 0 
3'01 taow(l) = 0 
3'03 taoo( l) :l: O 
310 FOR I ;: 1 TO 5 
311 REM Bulk water, air temp 
320 TAP(I) ~ (TAI + TAOP(I)) / 2 
321 TAW(I) =(TAI+ taow(I)) / 2 
323 TAO(l) ~ (TAI+ taoo(l)) / 2 
330 TWP(l) = (TWI + TWOP([)) / '.2 
331 TWW (I) = (TWI + twow(l)) / 2 
333 TWO(l) = (TWI + twoo(l)) / 2 
334 REM Properties ,of air 
340 Al = . U 980649 
350 A2 = 3.030648E-03 
360 A3 ~ 7..5636£-04 
370A4 = l.61686E-06 
380 A5 = 7 .0'.1473E•07 
390 AN I ~ A 1 + A3 * TAI + AS * TAI * T Al 
400Dl = 1 + A2 * TAI+ A4 *TAI* TAI 
410AVl=(AN1 /01)/\2 
420 AN2P = Al + A3 *TAP(!)+ A5 * TAP(I) * TAP(I) 
421 AN2W=Al + A3 *TAW(r)+A5 *TAW(l) *TAW(I) 
423 AN20 = Al +A3 *TAO([)+ A5 * TAO(I) * TAO(I) 
430 D2P = 1 + A2 * TAP(l) + A4 * TAP(I) * T AP(I) 
431 D2W = 1 + A2 * TAW(I) + A4 * TAW(l) * TAW(I) 
433 D20 = 1 + A2 *TAO(!)+ A4 • TAO{I) * TAO(l) 
440 A VP = (AN2P / D2P) " 2 
441 AVW = (AN2W /D2W)A2 
443 A VO== (AN20 I 020) " 2 
444 REM AVP, AVW, A VO : bulk air viscosities. 
450A6 ~· .013071906# 
460 A7 ~ 2.59434E.~05 
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470 A8 = -5.0315E-09 
480 A9 ~ 3.736332E~03 
490 AlO = .041698788# 
500 AKP = A6 + (A7 * TAP(I)) + (A8 * TAP(T) * TAP(I)) + (A9 / TAP(I}) + (AlO) / 
(TAP([) * T AP(I)) 
501 AKW = A6 + (A7 * TAW(l)) + (A8 • TAW(l) * TAW(I)) + (A9 /TAW(l)) +. (AlO)/ 
(TAW(I) * TAW(l}) 
503 AKO= A6 + (A7 * TAO(I)) + (A8 * TAO(I) * TAO(I)) + (A9 /TAO(I)) + (AW)/ 
(TAO(I) * TAO(!)) 
504 REM AKIP, AKW. AKO: bulk air thenna.1 conductivities 
510 ADI= (PA* 144) /((RA)* (T Al+ 460)) 
51 l REM ADI : air density in 
520 APRP ;;;; (A VP * ACP) I AKP 
521 APRW = (A VW '* ACP) / AKW 
522 APRO = (A VO * ACP) I AKO 
.524 REM APRP, APR W , APRO: air prandtl numbers 
530AFRa H *L 
531 REM AFR: :FRONTAL area, 
540 AM <= (VA * AFR * 60 * AD l) 
.55'0 PRINT "AMs ''; AM 
551 REM AM air ma:ss flow rate. 
560 REM**UCALCULATION OF WATER PROPERTIES*** 
:570WCP= 1 
.580 Al 1 = 62.31798536# 
590 Al2 = 7, 133019E~03 
600 Al3 = -L1418E~04 
610 A14 ~ L 15173E-07 
·620 WDI = Al 1 + (Al2 * TWI) + ((A13) * (TWI" 2)) + ((A14) * (TWI "3)) 
630 WDP=Al1 + (A12 * TWP(I)) + (Al3 * TWP(I) * TWP(l))+(Al4 * TWP(I) * 
TWP(l) * TTVP(I)) 
631 WDW = Al I+ (A12 * TWW(l)) + (A13 * TWW(l) * TWW(l)) + (Al4 * TWW(l) * 
TWW([) * TWW(I)) 
633 WDO = Al 1 + {Al2 * TWO(I)) + (Al3 * TWO(I) * TWO(I)) + (Al4 *TWO(!)* 
TWO(I) * TWO(l)) 
'640 A15 = .291975 
650 A1·6 = 9.59507:S.04 
(660 A17 ~ ;2.82IE-06 
670 At.8 =: 2 .. 58806E~09 
680 WKP = Ai5 + (A16 * TWP(l)) + (Al 7 * TWP(I) * TWP(I)) + (A18 * TWP(I) * 
TWP(I) * 'TWP(I)) 
168.l WKW::: A15 + (Al6 * TWW(l)) + (Al7 * TWW(I) * TWW(I)) + (Al8 * TWW(I} * 
TW\V(I) * TWW(I)) 
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683 WKO = Al5 + (Al6 * TWO(I)) + (A17 * TWO(I) * TWO(I)) + (Al8 * TWO(I) * 
TWO(I) * TWO(I)) 
690 Al9 = 9.949940748# 
700 A20 = .045519659# 
710 A21 = -6.2578E-06 
720 A22 = 2.09856E-07 
730 A23 = -.58617528# 
740 WVP = A19 + (A20 * TWP(I)) + (A21 * (TWP(I) "2.5)) + (A22 * (TWP(I)" 3)) + 
(A23 * ((LOG(TWP(I)))" 2)) 
741 WVW = A19 + (A20 * TWW(I)) + (A21 * (TWW(I)" 2.5)) + (A22 * (TWW(I)" 3)) 
+ (A23 * ((LOG(TWW(I)))" 2)) 
742 WVO = Al9 + (A20 * TWO(l)) + (A21 * (TWO(I)" 2.5)) + (A22 *(TWO(!)" 3)) + 
(A23 * ((LOG(TWO(I))) "2)) 
750 PRINT "WDI="; WDI, "WDP="; WDP, "WKP="; WKP, "WVP="; WVP 
760 WPRP = (WCP * WVP) / WKP 
761 WPRW = (WCP * WVW) /WKW 
762 WPRO = (WCP * WVO) / WKO 
770 PRINT "WPRP="; WPRP 
771 REM WPRP ,WPRW, WPRO: water prandtl numbers 
780TR= 12 * H/XA 
790 AREAW = (3.1415 / 4) * (DTI "2) * (l / 144) * TR 
800 WMASS = WDI * (VW * 3600) * (AREAW) 
840 GFR = VA * 60 * ADI 
850 GC = GFR I AR! 
860 PRINT "GC="; GC 
880 ARE= GC * (DTO I 12) / (AVI) 
885 AREWVY = GFR * (DTO / 12) I (A VI) 
887 AREO = ARE 
910 AR3 = 4 * XA * XB * ARl / (3.14159 *DH* DTO) 
920 AJP =(ARE" (-.4)) * (AR3" (-.15)) 
930 AJ = .0014 + .2618 * (AJP) 
941 AJPL = AJ 
942 REM AJPL : j factor plain fin HEX. 
950 HOP= (AJPL * GC * ACP) I (APRP" .666) 
960 PRINT "HOP="; HOP 
960.1 REM HOP : air side ht tr.coeff. for plain fin HEX. 
962 A30 = .14 * ((AREWVY)" (-.328)) 
963 A3 l = ((XA / XB) "(-.502)) 
964 A32 = ((1 / S) * ( 1 / DTO))" .0312 
965 AJW = (A30) • (A31) * (A32) 
966 HOW= (AJW * GC * ACP) / (APRW" .666) 
966.1 REM AJW : j factor wavy fins. 
966.2 REM HOW is air side ht. tr. coeff. for wavy fins. 
967 PRINT "AJW="; AJW, "HOW="; HOW 
969.3 REM***CALCULATION OF J FACTOR,OSF 
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969 .. 4 HOSF = .;67 
969.41 REM HOSF, hH>fOSF.. 
969 . 5 WOSF = .l 08 
969,St REM WOS)F, passage wndth for OSF 
969.6 XOSF = .093:8 
969.61 REM XOSF,length of OSF. 
969.7 TOSF = T 
969.8 DhOSF ~ (2 * WOSF * HOSF) I i(WOSF + HOSF) 
969.8:1 RE:M D.hOSF, hy,drauDk ,diameter for OSF. 
'969.'.9 AREO = (GC • DhOSF * 1 / 12) l (AV1) 
'.969:901 REM AREO ; :air side Rey ,no for OSF. 
969.'91 AJO = .242 • '((X:OSP JDhOSF)" (~.322)) * ((TOSF !DhOSf)" .'08'9) * (ARBO 
"(-,),68)) 
969:92. HOO= {AJO * GC • ACP) I (APRO " .'666) 
969.'9::3 PRTNT ••AJ<r-ii; AJO, "HOO="~ HOO 
'970 REM***CALCULATION OF H[ *'*** 
'9810 WRE!P = WDP '* VW * 3·60'0 * (DTI l 12) / (WViP) 
1981 WREW = WDW * VW * 3600 * (DTl / 12) / (WVW) 
'9'.83 W:REO = WDO • VW * 3600 * (DTI / 1.2) I {WYO) 
'990 WPRiP = WVP * WCP l WKP 
·991 WPRW = WVW * WCP l WKW 
'.993 WPRO = 'WVO * WCP I WKO 
1000 :HIP = .(023 * (WREP " .8) • (WiP:RP" .3) * (WKiP) * (I 2) l DTI 
1001 HIW = ,.0:23 "'(WREW" .'8) * {WPRW" .3) * (WKW) * (12) IDT[ 
H)OO RIO := .021 * (WREO" .. 8) * :(WPRO" .3)-. (WKO) * (12) IDTI 
10 l<O REM*•·•cALCULATlONS !FOR FTN Ef'f** **'**'** 
il020 Zt =XA.12 
1030 Z2 = r(((Zl "2) + {XB" 2))" .5) / 2 
1040 Z3 = Zl l (DTO / 2) 
J050Z4 =Zl 1Z2 
1060 25 = 1.27 1" (Z3) * ((Z4 ~ .3) " .5) 
to70 zr6 = (ZS - 1) * {l + .35 • LOG(ZS)) 
mso Y1P ta: (({2 ·* HOP) 1 :CALK* TI r2))" .5) 
[081 YlW= ((i(2 * HOW) /r(ALK • T / 12))" .5) 
1083 Yl O ~ ff(2 ·• HOO) l (ALK * TI l2)) " .5) 
1090 A Y't P ·= Yl~ * (DJ'O l 24) '* Z6 
[(091 AYIW := YlW * i(DT0}24) * 2r6 
1093 AYlO=YlO * (DT0/24) *Z6 
[ 100 AY2P = EXlP(AYl P) 
UO[ AY2W=EXIP(AYIW) 
[ l 03 A Y20 ~ :EXP(AYlO) 
111'0 AY3P::: EXiP(-AYlP) 
[11 l AYJW = 'EX:P(-AYlW) 
1113 AY30 = SXIPr(~AYJO) 
lt20AY4P := (AY2P-AY3P) I (A¥2P + AY3P) 
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1121 AY4W = {AY2W ·- AY3W) I (AY2W + AY3W) 
1123 AY40 := (AY20 - AY30) I (A Y20 + A Y30) 
1130 feiP = AY,4P I AYll> 
1131 few= AY~W/ AYlW 
1133 feo = AY40l AYIO 
1l40 -fefp ~ I - (AR:l '* ([ ~ fep)) 
1141 frefw = 1 - (AR2 * (1 ·- few)) 
114.3 fefo := l ~ (AR2 * (l - foo)) 
l l 44 REM f efp, fefw, fe.fo : fi:n 1effectlv1eness . 
l t60 YSP ·= '1 l (HOP * fofp) 
1 ['61 Y.5W = 1 / (HOW * fefw) 
a H53 YSO := I /(HOO* fefo) 
U 70 Y6 = (DTO l D'f[) '* (II - AR2) 
J li l REM Y6 is AI/ A r,atio. 
1180 Y7P '= I/ (HIP* Y6) 
l l 81l Y7W = 1 I (HJ!W * Y6) 
l [,83 ¥70 = 1 / (HIO * Yo) 
l 19'0 Y,8 = DTI / 12 * LOG(DTO l :OTI) 
t 200Y·9=2 * CUK '*Y6 
I2f0 YlO = Y8 / Y9 
1211 REM Yl O : lube wan resistance. 
1220 UOP = .1 / (Y5P + Y7P -i- YlO) 
122[ UOW = l /'(Y5W +Y7W+ Y lO} 
tZ23 UOO ~ 1 / i(Y50 + Y70 .:+-- YlO) 
l230 PrINT "UOP=": UO'P 
1231 PR'[NT "UOW=''; UOW 
123'.3 PlUNT ;,UOO="'; UOO 
1-2'34AOP=A0 
1235 AOW = A:0 
1236 AOS '= AO 
1237 AOO := A:0 
1238 REM UOAOP, UOAOW, UOAOO .:ov,erall :o-onduc'tances. 
1240 UOAOP = 00.P * AOP 
1242 UOAOW = UOW ·* AOW 
1243 UOAOO := UOO * AOO 
1250 REM**tlE."EX COMPUTATION**** 
1260 CAIR = AM * ACP 
121.0 CWAT = 'WJtv1ASS * \'VCP 
1271 lf CA.IR< <CWAT GOTO 1390 
1280 CM :::: CWAT 
1290 CR= .CWAT I CAIR 
130'0 NTUiP = i(UOiP * A:OP) / CM 
ntn NTUW = (UOW 'ii< AOW) !CM 
L303 NTUO = (UOO * AOO) .I CM 
1310 'Z20P = EXJP((-NTUP) * ( l - CR)} 
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·13· -~ t ':'l')'o·--~w· ' ic-x· ·P(( N- --r1uw· \ ·• (t c·-R)\ ,;. J .Li., :=c, , 1 ' ; _ .l. . · , '., _ . . , _,., 
1313 2200 = EX!P{(-NTUO) *(I -~ CR)) 
132'0 22lP= l - Z~OP 
1321 z:nw = 1 - Z?JfW 
nz3 z21•0 ·= 1 - ·zioo 
l:3.3·0 Z30P = CR * ZZOP 
13'31 Z30W = CR * Z20'\V 
l 332 Z300 = CR * ZlOO 
1340 Z:3 ll> = l ~ Z30P 
D4l Z31W::: l - Z30W 
1343 Z3l0 ~ 1- Z300 
l3.50EHXP(l) =Z2l P/'Z31!P 
1351 EHXW(l) =Z21W I Z31W 
.1353 'ERXO(H= Z210 /Z310 
13·60 TW10P([ + l)-:: TWI + {(EHXP(f)) * (TAI - TWI)) 
J3•6il tw.ow(i[ + l) = TWI + {(EHXW{i)) * (l'AI ~ TWI)) 
13163 twoo(I + l) = TWI + ({EH)CO{l)) _,. (TAI -1Wl)) 
1370 TAOP(I + 1) = TA[ - ({CWA TI CAIR) * ("fWOiP([ + 1) - TWI)) 
1370.l taow(I 4 l) ·= TAI-((CWAT /CAfR)'* (twow(I + 1) -TW[)) 
1370.3 taob(l + 1)=TA1-{(CWATI CAIR) * i(twoo(OC + l)-TWI)) 
'1380 QP = CNIR * (TAI- TAOP(I + I)) 
l:380.l QW = CATR * (l'AI- taow(I + l)) 
13'803 QO ~ CA.IR • i(T AI - taoo(I + 1)) 
·138 R GOTO 1500 
1390 CM = CAIR 
MOO CR= CAIR 1 CWAT 
1410 NTUP = (UOiP * AO) l CM 
1411 NTUW='(UOW* A.0)/CM 
l413NTlJO= (UOO * AO) ICM 
1420Z50P ~ EX!P(r•NTUP) * {1 - CR)) 
1421 ZSOW = EXJP((-NTUW) * (1 ~ CR)) 
1423 Z500;; EXP((-NTUO) * (1 - CR)) 
l 4c30 Z5fP = 1 - ZSOIP 
143LZ51W~ 1-Z50W 
14:33 Z510 = 1 -Z500 
1440 Z60P '= -CR • .ZS-OP 
1441 Zi/OW =CIR '* ZSOW 
1443 Z600 = CR * Z:500 
1450'.ZofP = l - :Z60.P 
145:t :Z61W = 1 ~'ZJ60W 
145L2UlO= 1 ~uoo 
1460 EHXP(l) = Z5IP / Z61P 
[461 EHXW(l) = zsaw f~6'1W 
1463ERXO{[) = Z510lZ610 
l470TAOP(I + 1) = TAI - {(EHXP{[)) * {TAf -TW.[)) 
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1471 taow(I + 1) = TAI- ((EHXW(I)) * (TAI -TWI)) 
1473 taoo(I + 1) =TAI - ((EHXO(I)) * (TAI -TWI)) 
1480 TWOP(I + 1) = TWI + ((CAIR/ CWAT) * (TAI-TAOP(I + 1))) 
1481 twow(I + 1) = TWI + ((CAIR / CWAT) * (TAI - taow(I + 1))) 
1483 twoo(I + 1) = TWI + ((CAIR / CWAT) * (TAI - taoo(I + 1))) 
1490 QP = CAIR * (TAI -TAOP(I + 1)) 
1491 QW = CAIR * (TAI- taow(I + 1)) 
1493 QO;::: CAIR * (TAI- taoo(I + 1)) 
1500 PRINT "TAOP(I+l)="; TAOP(I + 1) 
1510 PRINT "TWOP(I+l)="; TWOP(I + 1) 
1520 PRINT "QP="; QP 
1530NEXT I 
1540 PRINT "I="; I 
1550 PRINT "EHXP(l)="; EHXP(l) 
1560 PRINT "EHXP(2)="; EHXP(2) 
1570 PRINT "EHXP(3)="; EHXP(3) 
1580 PRINT "TAOP(l)="; TAOP(l) 
1590 PRINT "TAOP(2)="; TAOP(2) 
1600 PRINT "TAOP(3)="; TAOP(3) 
1610 PRINT "TWOP(l)="; TWOP(l) 
1620 PRINT "TAOP(6)="; TAOP(6) 
1620.1 PRINT "taow(6)="; taow(6) 
1620.2 PRINT "taoo(6)="; taoo(6) 
1630 PRINT "TWOP(6)="; TWOP(6) 
1630.1 PRINT "twow(6)="; twow(6) 
1630.2 PRINT "twoo(6)::::"; twoo(6) 
1630.3 PRINT "fep="; fep 
1630.4 PRINT "few="; few 
1630.5 PRINT "feo="; feo 
1640 PRINT "EHXP(5)="; EHXP(5) 
1640.1 PRINT "EHXW(5)="; EHXW(5) 
1640.3 PRINT "EHXO(5)="; EHXO(5) 
1640.4 PRINT "EHXP(4)="; EHXP(4) 
1640.5 PRINT "EHXW(4)="; EHXW(4) 
1640.7 PRINT "EHXO(4)="; EHXO(4) 
1641 IF (EHXP(5) - EHXP(4)) > .01 GOTO 2100 
1642 IF (EHXW(5) - EHXW(4)) > .01 GOTO 2100 
1644 IF (EHXO(5) - EHXO(4)) > .01 GOTO 2100 
1650 PRINT "UOP="; UOP, "UOW="; UOW, "UOO="; UOO 
1655 PRINT "HOP="; HOP, "HOW="; HOW, "HOO="; HOO 
1660 PRINT "UOAOP="; UOAOP, "HIP="; HIP, "AJPL="; AJPL, "CWAT="; CWAT, 
"CAIR="; CAIR 
1660.01 PRINT "AJW="; AJW, "AJO="; AJO 
1660.l PRINT "HIW="; HIW, "HIO="; HIO 
1661 PRINT" QP="; QP, "QO="; QO, "QW="; QW 
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1670 REM calculations for air side pressure drop. 
1680 BI= (XA - DTO) / SI 
1690 B2 = (AR3) / (1 + Bl) 
1700 B3 = (XA - DTO) / (4 * (S1 -T)) 
1710 B4 = (XA) / (DTO * B2) 
1720 B5 =((ARE)" (-.25)) 
1730 B6 = (( J / B2) " (.25)) 
1740 B7 = ((B3)" (-.4)) 
1750 B8 = ((B4 - 1) "(-.5)) 
1760 FP = B5 * B6 * B7 * B8 
1761 REM FP, FP parameter, plain fins. 
1770 FPL = .004904 + 1.382 * (FP * FP) 
1770.1 REM FPL , friction factor , plain fins. 
1771 FWlO = .508 * (AREWVY "(-.521)) * ((XA I DTO)" 1.318) 
1771.1 FW2 = ((XA - DTO) / (DTO))" 1.08 
1771.2 FW3 = (AREWVY" -.16) 
1771.3 FW20 = ((.118) / (FW2 + .25)) * FW3 
1771.4 FW = FWl0 + FW20 
1771.5 REM FW , friction factor , wavy fins. 
1773 FO = 1.136 * ((XOSF / DhOSF)" -.781) * ((T / DhOSF)" .534) * ((AREO) " -
.198) 
1774 REM FO, friction factor ,offset strip fins. 
1780 XI= .4048288 - (.40470568#) *(ARI" 2) 
1790 CC8 = .998965464#- (l.00505 * ARI) 
1800 XE= CC8 "2 
18 IO AR4P = AOP /(AFR* ARI) 
1811 AR4W = AOW I (AFR* ARI) 
1813 AR4O = AOO /(AFR* ARI) 
1820 G = 32.2 
1821 REM G, gravitional constant. 
1830 ADOP =(PA* 144) I ((RA)* (TAOP(I) + 460)) 
1831 ADOW =(PA* 144) /((RA)* (taow(I) + 460)) 
1833 ADOO =(PA* 144) /((RA)* (taoo(I) + 460)) 
1834 REM ADOP , air density out ,plain fin 
1840 ADMP =(ADI+ ADOP) / 2 
1841 ADMW =(ADI+ ADOW) / 2 
1843 ADMO =(ADI+ ADOO) I 2 
1844 REM ADMP, air mean density, plain fin 
1850 V = (GC" 2) / (2 * G * 3600 * 3600 * ADI) 
1860 Vl =(XI+ 1 - (ARI" 2)) 
1870 V2P = (2) *((ADI/ ADOP) - 1) 
1871 V2W= (2) * ((ADI/ ADOW)- 1) 
1872 V2O = (2) *((ADI/ ADOO) - I) 
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1880 V3P =FPL* AR4P *ADI/ ADMP 
1881 V3W = FW * AR4W *ADI/ ADMW 
1883 V3O = FO * AR4O *ADI/ ADMO 
1890 V4P = (1 - (ARI "2) - XE) * (ADI/ ADOP) 
1891 V4W = (1 - (ARI "2) - XE)* (ADI/ ADOW) 
1893 V4O = (1 - (ARI "2) - XE)* (ADI/ ADOO) 
1900 APDP = V * (Vl + V2P + V3P - V4P) * (12 / 62.4) 
1901 APDW:::: V *(VI+ V2W + V3W - V4W) * (12 / 62.4) 
1903 APDO:::: V * (Vl + V2O + V3O- V4O) * (12 / 62.4) 
1904 REM APDP is air side pressure drop for plain fin tube HEX. 
1910 PRINT "APDP="; APDP, "APDW="; APDW, "APDO="; APDO 
1910.1 PRINT "FPL="; FPL, "FW="; FW, "FO="; FO 
1950 GOTO 2200 
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